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10 A New Foreign Policy for the United Sta tes 

the world and to the uncommitted nations. Yet the intellectual 
instruments that we have brought to bear upon these new prob
lems are still the ones we u~ed so sucessfull y in the la te 1940s: 

I 
the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan. In the process, the 
Truman Doctri ne has been transformed from an ideology o£ 
military containmen t into a general principle of global policy, 
and the Marshall Plan has been transformed from a technique of 
economic recovery limi ted to Western Europe to thE' global prin
ciple of foreign aid . In consequence, the United States has taken 
upon itsel£ global responsibilities which it cannot d ischarge with 
a chance of success and which, if it were to try to d ischarge them, 
would entail its ruin . 

As I pointed out in 195 1, "As a guide to politica l action, it 
(the Truman Doctrine) is the victim ... of two congenital polit
ical weaknesses: the inability to distinguish between what is 
de irable and what is possible, and the inability to distinguish 
between what is desirable and what is essential. " 1 The new 
globalism, which seeks to put the principle of the Truman Doc
trine into pract ice by iden tifying re"olution with Communi m 
and tr)ing to stop Communi m everywhere, neglects these dis
tinctions which are fundamental to a sound foreign policy. For 
while it would be desirable to contain Communism with in its 
present limits through the efforts of the United States, it is essert
tia l that on ly that type of Communism ho>tile to the interests of 
the United States be so contained . Thus I have always regarded it 
as essential in view of the interests of the United States that the 
t ransformation of Cuba into a cen ter of Communi!>t subversion 
in the Western Hem isphere and a military and political outpost 
of the Soviet Union be prevented. And on the same grounds, I 
find the containmen t of Communism in Vietnam to be desirable 

but not essential from the point of view of the intere ts of the 
Uni ted States, e pecially since this Communism is likely to be an 
independent national Communism after the model of Yugoslavia. 

This latter position is contested by some who quote General 
Giap, the commander of the North Vietnamese army, to the 

1 Hans J. Morgenthau , /n Deferue of the National Interest (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 195 1), p. 117. 
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nothing, either total involvement or total abSLen tion. Both refuse 

to concern themselves with the concrete issues of foreign policy 

on their own merits-that is, in terms of the interests involved 

and the power avai lable. Whi le isola tionism stops short of these 

concrete issues, globalism soar beyond them. Both assume the 

self-sufficiency of American power to protect and promote the 

American national interest either in indiscriminate abstention or 

indiscriminate in volvement. While the isolationist used to say, 

" We don' t need to have anything to do with the world, for we 

can take care of our own interests on our own terms," the global

ists say, "We shall take on the whole world, but only on our own 

( 

terms." In short, i olation ism is a kind of introverted globalism, 

and globalism is a kind of isola tionism turned inside out . To 

stigm:uize a position that falls short of such indi criminate glob

alism as "nco-isolationism" is a polemic misuse of terms; it de

rives from the globalist assumption that indiscriminate involve

ment is, as it were, the natural stance of American policy. 

Both attitudes, in differen t ways oblivious of political reality, 

substitute for the complex and di~riminating mode of political 

thought a simple approach, which in its simplicity is commensu

rate with the simplicity of their picture of the political world: 

the moral crusade. The isolalioni t's morali m is naturally nega

ti\C, abstentionist, and domestica lly oriented; it eeks to protect 

the vinue of the United States from contamination by the power 

politics o£ evil nations. Wilsonian globalism endeavored to bring 

the virtue of American democracy to the rest of the world. Con

temporary globa lism tries to protect the virtue of the "free 

world'' from contamination by Communism and to create a 

world order in which that virtue has a chance to flourish. The 

anti -Communist crusade has become both the moral principle of 

contemporary globalism and the ra tionale of our world-wide for

eign policy. 
The anti-Communist crusade has its origins in the Truman 

Doctrine, formulated in Presiden t Truman 's me age to Congress 

of .March 12, 1947. His message assumed that the issue between 

the Un ited States and the Soviet Union, from which arose the 

need Cor aid to Greece and Turkey, must be understood not as 
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hand, to his propensity Cor grand iose announcements and, on the 

other, to his innate caution and Pre:.ident Eisenhower':. common 
sense. The on ly major pracLical tribute the Eisenhower ad minis

t ration paid to the anti-Communist crusade was alliance!>, :ouch as 

the Baghdad Pact and SEA TO, which were supposed to contain 
Communism in the fiddle East ::md Asia, respectively. 

Under President Kennedy, the gap between n usading pro
nouncements and anual policies stalled to naJTow, because of the 
intellecLUal recognition on the part of the Ken nedy admini~tra

tion that Communillm could no longer be defined simply, a'> it 
could in 1950, as the "spearhead of Russian imperia li m." Thus 
the cru:.ading spirit gave way to a sober, differen tia ting a~Sli

men t of the bearing of the newly emerged, different types of 

Qlmmunism on the American na tional interest. 

THE DoCTRINF OF AMFRI CAN P ARAM OUNTCY 

Under Pre idem johnson, pronouncements and policie~ were, for 

the fir t time since the grea t transformation of America n policy 
in 1917, very near!) in harmony. What President johnson only 

implied, Lhe Secretaries of tate and Defense clear ly stated: " 'e 

a re fighting in Vietnam in order to stop Communism throughout 
the world. And the President stated with similar clar it) tha t "we 

do not propose to sit here in our rocking chair with our hands 

I 
folded and let Lhe Communists set up any governmen t in the 
\ Vestem Hemisphere." V.lhat in the past we had sa id we were 

doing or would do but ne-.er did, we were now in the pro(e!>s of 
putting into practice: to Mop the expansion of Communism on a 

global sca le by force of arms. '\Ve were doing this under the 

' 

impact of a docrrine which asserts the temporary paramountcy of 
American military power. This new doctrine, underpi nning the 

Wilsonian crusading globalism with global military power, was 
most cogently presented in an address to the Foreign Service 

Association by Profes or Zbign iew BrLeLinski, then a member of 

the Policy Planning Council of the Department of State. The 
doctrine, as stated by BrLetinski, opposes the common view that 
we have moved, since the end of the Second World \'\' ar, from 
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. 
0 

paramountcy to a bipolar and from there into a poly
Amenca 
centric ,,,orld. 

.11 argue instead that in fact , iC we look at the last 20 }Cars 
1 

WI h~s been a shift from a period, first of all, of polycentri~m in 
there ' . d f b' I . I . d 

atl·onal affairs, to a peno o 1po anty, to w 1at •s to ay a 
intern . 

riod of U.S. paramountcy .... The U.S. IS today the only 
~ecti\'e global military power in the world. :Moreo,er ... our way 
r life is still Lhc: most appealing way of life to mo~t people on 

0 
h 1\lost people cra\e the American way of life C\ en though 

cart . . 
h may reject and condemn the Unned States. \Ve are the only 

t ey I b I . . . . 
wer with far-flung g o a econom1c Investments, econom1c Ill· 

!':t\'ement and global trade, and there is no parallel to us in the 
role our science and technology plays throughout the world! I 

By contrast, the Soviet Union is not a global powe1. Khrush-I 
chev acted on the. assumption tha.t it ~vas, but the Cuban missile 

crisis pro,·ed that 1t was not. Bne7 rnskt comments: 

The Soviet leaders were forced, because of the energetic response 
by the United States, to the conclusion that their apocalyptic 
power [nuclear deterrent power] was .insufficient 10 make the ~o

'iet Union a global power. Factd With a showdown, the $o\ 1et 
Union didn't dare to respond e'en in an area of its regional pre
dominance-in Berlin .... It had no milital") capacity to fight in 
Cuba, or in Vietnam, or to protect its intereSLs in the Congo.2 

However, this paramoumcy of America n milital)' power is not 

likely to last; for the Soviet Un ion is in the process or becoming 
a global power, too, by developing its long-range conventiona l 
capabilities. Once that process is consummated, "great interna
tional instabi lity" is likely. According to Brze1inski : 

This is precisely why the coming decade is a decade of opportunity 
and responsibility for the United tates. This is truly the American 
decade .... What should be the role of the United tate in this 
period? T o use our power re ponsibly and constructi,ely ~ that 
when the American paramountcy ends, the world will ha\ e been 
launched on a constructive pattern of development towards inter
national stability ... The ultimate objective ought to be the shap-

1 The Deportment of State Bulletiu, J ul y !!, 1967. 
2/bid. 
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. were to govem all of it. Obviously we are not called upon to 

nast~lish and suppon an y kind of stability throughout the world, 
esta { . If . I . but only a stability that avors our mterests. 1t were ot 1erw1se, 

ould afford to sit back and allow an unstable world to find 
we c . I . Wh . . . own stability, Commun1st or Ot 1env1se. at we are agamst IS 
ItS b . b ' J' f h' b C . instabili ty per se, ut an msta 1 lly o w 1c ommumsm, 
n~~ through it, the Soviet Union, China, and Cuba might take 
:dv~ntage. Thus the doctrine of stabilization reveals itself as an 
'deology of the status quo, opposed to social and national revolu
:ions because of their Communist auspices or components. As 
Alexander I and Mettemich invoked Christianity against the I 
liberal revolutions, so the new doctrine invokes the abstraction of 
stability against contemporary revolutionary change. By doing 
this, the doctrine evades the real issue facing American foreign 
policy. That issue is not how to p:eserve stabi lity i_n the face of 
revolution, but how to create stabll1ty out of revoluuon. 

Furthermore, the new doctrine dangerously misjudges the na
ture of American military power and overestimates its effective
ness. I t does so in two different respects. First, rhe mobile conven
tional power of the United States is no doubt superior to that of 
the Soviet Union, but it is not likely to remain so for long; for 
the Soviet Union has made a concerted effort to increase the 
mobili ty of its conventional forces, especially in the air and on 
the sea. H owever, even this temporarily superior conventional 
power has by no means proven effective in support of American 
policies. I t has not proven so in Vietnam where an enonnous 
superiority in conventional weapons, which in the air and on the 
sea amounts to a virtual monopoly, has produced nothing better 
than a stalemate. I t has not proven effective even with regard to 
Cuba. As concems the Middle East, it is the Soviet Union, not 
the United Sta tes, that has brought its mobile conventional ca pa
bili ties to bear upon the distribution of military power. 

The explanation for this fa ilure is threefold. Firs t, the conven
tional mili tary power of the United States is quantitatively lim
ited, while the opportu nities for revolutionary upheavals are 
numerous. This quantita tive disproportion paralyzes the United 
Sta tes, fu lly commiued in Vietnam, in other parts of the world. 
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Second, it is precisely the enormous qual ita tive superiority in the 
variety and sophistica tion o£ modern weapons that renders Ameri
can conventional military power ineffective against primitive ene. 

I mies. Thi~ qualita ti\ e disproportion paralyzes our milita ry and 
political judgment and makes us compensate for the frustration 
of our military effon s with ever-renewed q uantita tive increases in 
our efforts, thereby increasing the d isproportion and frustration. 

FinaiJy and most important- and here is the second funda
mental military misj udgment of the new doctrine-it is an illu. 
sion, born of na tionalistic blindness, to a ttrib ute the restraints 
and failures of the Sovie t Union to its in feriority in mobile con. 
Yen tional power and our daring and successes to our super iority 
in this departmen t. T he Soviet Union has conventional superior
ity with regard to Berlin , and the United States has conventional 
superior ity with regard tO Cuba and Vie tnam. The Sovie t Union 
has made no use of tha t superiority with regard tO Berlin for the 
same reason we have made less than full use of ours with regard 
to Cuba and Vie tnam : because both superpowers are afra id of 
the escala tion of conventional war into a nuclear one. The new 
doctrine completely misses this point. It assumes that "apocalyp
t ic power [i.e., nuclear power) is not effectively usable power 
unless you allow yourself to be ter r ified by it. And it does not 
seem likely tha t the America ns will become terrified by it." In 
other words, the doctrine assumes tha t it is possible to proceed 
with the use of conventional mi litary power as though nuclear 
power did not exist because it is not "usable." However, it does 
not follow that because nuclear power has not been used by the 
United Sta tes and the Soviet Un ion aga inst each other and be
cause such use would be utte rly irra tional, it could never be so 
used in the future. Both superpowers proceed on the assumption 
tha t under certa in extreme conditions nuclear weapons might be 
used. This is the only assumption that can make plausible the 
development of defenses against nuclea r attack. 

O ne such set of extreme cond itions can arise from the firm 
commitment of one superpower to a particular course of action 
pursued with conventional weapons and opposed with equal 
fi rmness by the other su perpower with similar weapons. The su-
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er that is unable to emerge victorious from this con ven-
~~ . 
r_- 1 confrontation and sees no chance for a comprom1se be-
uona . 

n the sratus q uo ami revoluuon must choose between re treat 
twee I '1 . . f I and resort to nuclear weapons. \ '\1' 11 e It IS n~t a _or~gone cone u-
. that it will choose the la tter alternauve, 1t IS a lso not a 

saon · · h h f Th d · · 
f One conclusion tha t ll wall c oose t e ormer. e ecaston 
oreg . . . 
. 11 depend upon the amportance, real or unagtned, of the 

w:kes; the character and wisdom of the rulers; and. more partic
~larl y, their ability to resist the ill usion tha t it i1- possible tO wage 
a successful or even a tolerable nuclear war. . 

T he two superpowers have thus far been able to avoad the 
confrontation allowing for only these two alte rna tives. They 
have done so beca use they are indeed " ter ri fi ed" by each other 's 
nuclea r power. But if the United Sta tes were to follow the ad vice 
of the new doctrine and cease being so " terrified," one of the 
major impediments to nuclear war would indeed have been re
moved. T he probabili ty of such an "apocalyptic" denouement 
would become particularly acute during tha t period of "great 
international instability" which the new doctrine foresees when 
"the American decade" has come to an end. For then, to bel ieve 
the new doctrine, the Uni ted Sta tes will confront the Soviet 
Union th roughout the world on equal terms in so far as mobile 
conventional capabilities are concerned . From tha t confrontation 
there would then result a n umber of stalemated com ests, irresolv
able with conventional means. The two superpowers would then 
have to come to terms with the two alternatives of re treat or 
nuclear war. Both superpowers, for different reasons, would have 
an incentive to push matrers to the rim of that abyss: the United 
States because of the false assurance th at nuclear power is not 
"usable," and the Soviet Union because, as we shall see, the 
weakness of its government's legitimacy makes it more dependen t 
upon success than are other governments mo1 e firmly grounded. 

THE ANn-Co MMUNIST CRUSADE 

The new doctrine, b y postu lating the paramoun tcy of American 
military power on behalf of prerevolutionary stability and at the 
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of which a re likely to have a Communist component. In other 
words, any of these revolutionary movements risks being taken 
over by Commun ism. 

In the face of this risk, we think we ca n choose be tween two 
d iffe rent courses of action. On the one hand, we can oppose all 
revolutionary movemen ts around the world. But in consequence 
of such opposition and in spite of our reformist intentions, we 
shall then transform ou rselves into the antirevolutionary power 
per se, after the mod el of Meu ernich's Austria of 150 years ago, 
and we wi ll fi nd ourselves defending a sta w s quo that we know 
to b~ unjust and in the long run indefensible. For we know, of 
course, tha t the ra tional choice open to us is not between the 
sta tus quo and revolution, but between non-Communist and 
different types of Communist revolutions. But it is our fear of 
Communism tha t forces us into an antirevolutionary stance. 

O n the other hand, if we refra in from intervening against 
those revolutionary movemen ts, we risk their being taken over by 
the Communist component. It would then be left to our skill in 
political manipula tion to prevent a Communist take-over from 
coming about, or if it shou ld come about, to prevent such a 
Communist revolution from becoming subservient to the Soviet 
Union or China. T he U nited Sta tes would then have to compete 
with the Sov iet Union and China in the sponsorship of revolu
tions, taking the risk. that not all tho.>e revolutions would remain 
under American sponsorship. 

In comparison with the moral, politica l, and technical de
m ands such a policy would make, the a lte rna tive, the anti
Communist crusade, is simplicity itself. T he domestic "consen
sus., supports it, and it makes only mini mum d emands on moral 
discrimination, intellectual subtlet y, and political skill. Its im
plemen tation is in essence a problem of military logistics: how to 
get the requisite n umber of armed men quickly to the theater of 
revolution. That task is easy, and we have shown ourselves adept 
at it. Yet the achievement of tha t task does not so lve the problem 
of revolution. It smothers, as it were, the fire of revolution under 
a military blanket; but it does not extinguish it. And when that 
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perceived the Communist world as a monolith dominated by a 
Soviet Union bent upon world revolution. Now we look a t it as a 
conglomeration of nation-states each pursuing its separate na. 
tiona! intere ts. Thus Dean Rusk could sa) in 195 1: 

We do not recognize the authorities in Peiping for what they 
pretend to be. The Peiping regime may be a colonial Russian 
go,·ernmem- a slavic Manchukuo on a larger scale. h is not the 
Government of China. ll does not pass the first test. lt is not 
Chinese!' 

On the other hand, Professor Buezinski could say in 1967: 
"Communi m, the principal, and until recently most militant. 
revolutionary ideology of ou r day is dead . Communism is dead as 
an ideology in the sense that it is no longer capable of mobilizing 

lunified globa l support." 2 H owever, the Communist world waa 
never as Communist-oriented and monolithic as Dean Rusk 
thought it was, nor is it now as devoid of Communist aspirations 
and as polycentric as Professor BneLinski appears to think it is. 

CoMMUNIST PHtLOSOPu v AND PouncAL PowER 

The Charismatic Legitimacy of Communism 

In order to understand the subtle and intricate relations that 
exist be tween the philosophy of Communism and the foreign 
policy of Communist na tion , taking the Soviet government as 
the prime example, it is necessary to understand the functions 
Commun ist philosophy performs for the exercise of political 
power a t home and abroad. 

All civiliLCd political regimes must justify themselves in philo
sophic and moral terms in order to be able to govern at all; no 
such government can govern for any length of time by brute 
force alone. A political order must rest on one of three founda
tions of legitimacy: traditiona l- here the government rules in 
the name of a "natural order"; consti tutiona l- here the govern
ment rules by virtue of a set of pre-established rational rules of 

1 l'ital S~eclus XVlJ, No. 17 (June 15, 195 1), 5 15. 
2 The Department of State Bulletin, July 5, 1967. 
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d 
. charismatic-he1e the government rules because of a con uct, . . 

cial endowmen t o£ wisdom, vutue, and power. The ovtet 
spe ment belongs to the last category. Pa radoxically enough , l 
govern . f . f h . . fi £ • 1 ·smatic characte r 1s a uncuon o t e sc1enu lC pretense o 
JtS c 1an 
Marxist-Leninist philosoph~. . . . 

M rxism-Len inism conce1ves of 1tself not as JUSt another poltt-
. 1 a hilosophy, superior to the others bUL not essentially differ-
lea p I . I . b I I ent from them. Quite to t 1e contrary, ll c a tms _tO e t 1e on y 

· ce of society worthy of the name, the reposllory of a ll the sCJen . . 
truth there is to be had about man and soctety. In .ot.her words, ll 
lays claims to a monopoly of truth and, through ll, to a mon.op
oly of virtue. The claim of the government to govern den, es 
from the monopolistic access to tha t t ruth. 

T he truth of Marxism-Leninism must be made relevant to the 
concrete issues of the day; it must be interpreted, developed, and 
applied. This is the. ta~k of the government. Cert~in i~~ividua ls, 
such as Lenin, Stalin, and Khrushchev, or certam ehust collec
tives, such as the Poli tburo, the Cen tral Commiuee, or the party 
as a whole, are suppol>Cd to stand in a specia l rela tionship to that 
truth. Endowed with extraordi nary qualities of mind and char
acter, they are the authentic guardians, interpreters, and aug
menters of the Marxist-Leninist truth . They have the sa me 
monopolistic access to that truth as priests have to the truth of 
revealed religion. Hence their infallibility in thought and action, 
hence their right to govern and the citiLen's duty to obey. 

From this relationship between the phi lo ophy of Marxi m
Leninism and the legitimacy of government , two interrelated 
consequences follow: the inevitability of the "cult of personality" 
and the successful exercise of power as the ultimate test of the 
legitimacy of government. 

T he "cult of personal it) "-that is, the singling out of indi vid
ual leaders as the incarna tion of Communi t truth and virtue- is 
on the face of it incompatible with the basic Marxist conception 
of the proletariat as the "chosen" class which will bring sa lva tion 
to mankind by putting into practice that truth, impersonal and 
objective, by dint of its scientific nature. The very polemic me of 
the term in the post·Sta lin ist era expresse that incompatibility 
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. he , 0 ices of l\farx and Lenin . Hence, they ha ' e a 1 ight to 
day rn t f I C I ~ . I " I " bask in the reflected gl.ory Lo t .1e. ou?c e r

1
s. to a re m

11
t 1:\l· < u.fil. 

The truth of 1\fa J X J ~m- enrnrsm rs, t 1en, not rea }' c renu c; 
. ·s not in the na ture of tenta tive propositions to be tested 

for 11 1 
• d 1 ·r 1 d I · · I · st reality and dtscar ec 1 t1cy o no£ meet tlat empmca aga•n . . 

R ather it is composed of clogmau c assertron~ tha t have test. • 
ssecl the empirical test once and for all and, henc.e, mu t be 

pa lied to reali t y without an y further examina tions a tO their 
app · · · . II d I I f rrectness. 1\farxrsm-Lemnr~m IS actua y a ogma, a )0< ) o 
co · · I . I . d . h I I seudo·theologica l proposutons w u c 1, 111 accor wll t 1e secu ar 
~nd scientist spirit of the time , demands acceptance in the name 

of science. 
Since there can be only one truth, the one propounded by the 

officia l interpreters of Marx i~m-Leninism, dissen t from the officia l 
truth is bound to be illegitimate. ince the l1 uth has alread y \ 
been revealed, there can be no room in the marketplace for the 
dissenter to compete with the official view in the discovery of the 
truth. The dissen ter is an outcast by definition. He is not to be 
argued with on rational grounds or overruled becau e he is prag
matically mistaken . He is to be denounced as a saboteur and 
traitor and ostracized as a "de' ia tionist." Thus, as the monopo
listic pretense of ~Iarxism-Len inbm is of necessity tam .unoun t to 
a pseudo·theological dogmati~m in theory, so thi dogmatism calls 
forth in practice the monolithic structure of Communist socie ty. 
Here, however, we must make a sharp distinction between non
Commun ist and Communist societ ies. Jn the former, Marxism
Leninism is monolithic in prcten e only, bu t sectarian- i.e., 
pluralistic-in fact; whereas in the Iau er it is monolithic both in 
pretense and in fact. The difference result £rom the ava ilability 
of political power to enforce the monolithic character o£ Com
munist society in one ca e and the absence of such po lit ica l 
power in the other. 

The history of Marxism-Leninism has from the very beginn ing 
been the story of interminable p eudo-theologica l con troversies 
and squabbles about the true mean ing of the doctrine. CusLOdi
ans of the doctrina l truth , from Marx to M:~o, have argued not so 
much in terms of what is feasible and the refore ought to be done 
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in view of concrete political circumstances, but of what is re. 
quir ed by the truth of Communism, correctly interpreted. Where 
no political power has been available to enforce a particular view 
of the truth- that is, in non-Communist societies-unresolv~ 

confl icting claims to the monopolistic posse sion of the Lruth have 
called into being fana tical sects ostracizing each other. Social 
Democrats and independent Socialists, Socialists and Commu. 
ni ts, Men heviks and Bolsheviks, Stalinists and Trotskyites, 
Khrushchevites and Maoists, each laying claim to the monopolis
tic possession of the truth, have fough t each other, sometimes 
litera lly, to the death. Faced with the beginn ings of this sectar. 
ianism, inte llectually ste rile and politically ineffectual, Marx was 
moved to write to his son-in-law, Paul Lafargue: "M oi, je ne suis 
pas M arxiste." 

Where political power is available to establish and maintain 
the monolithic character of Communist society by enforcing con. 
formity with the officia l version of the tTuth, basic disagTeements 
over policy lead on the individual level to the political purge 
and criminal punishment and, if they are wide pread, to a crisis 
of the regime itself. In so (ar as the truth of Marxism-Leninism, 
as offi cia lly interpreted, is not accepted by vi rtue of its rational 
persua iveness, political power forces its acceptance. 

The periodic purge is the instrument through which the 
truth of Marxi~m-Len inism is reaffirmed and, if need be, re-
tored and the goveming elite's monopolistic posse ion of that 

truth is rea erted. However, it bespeaks the pen•asive force thi\ 
pretense to the monopolistic possession of the tnnh once had, 
that the doomed di senters of the Stalin ist period test ify i n~ in 
court did not challenge that pretense but affirmed it by "con· 
fessing" their im against it. In O£her words, the dissenters did 

'

not dissent from the basic assumptions of Marxism-Len inism but 
remai ned within their framework. They dissented from the in· 
terpre tation which the powers-tha t-be had given to one or the 
other of the tenets of Marxism-Leninism, and that interpreta
tion was accepted as true by a ll concem ed si nce its cla im to 
truth was supported by a monopoly of politica l power. I £ere we 
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are in the presence of the di~tincti\e nature of the Communist 

charisma. 

The Puuliar Nature of the Communist Charisma 

What sets a Communist government apan from other types of 
government and exerts a subtle influence upon its policies, do
mestic and foreign, is the peculiar character of the chari ma by 
which it rules. All t ypes of go,ernment contain a charismatic 
element; for they a ll require an implicit belief in the superior 
endowment of. the rulers with wisdom, vinue, and power. Thus 
the legitimization of government by tradi tion, as is the ca~e in 
monarchical and aristocratic forms of government, assumes that 
there is something hallowed about tradition itself, bestowing 
those superior qualities on those who rule by virtue of it. Simi
larly, a type of government such as democracy, which derives its 
legitimacy from the rational constitu tional processes by which 
the rulers are chosen and govem , assumes tha t the will of the ~ 

majority is endowed with those superior qua lities: vox populi, 
vox Dei. 

What distinguishes the charismatic type of legitimacy from the 
others is the primary and determining character of the char isma. 
The charismatic element supports t raditional and constitutional 
legitimacy, but it is not essential to it; tradition and law, as 
fountain heads of order in their own right, a re capable of sup
porting a regime even when the chari matic element is weakened 
or has d isappeared altogether. Con,er~l), tradition and Jaw per
form a simi lar supporting function in the charismatic t}pe of 
legitimacy. Napoleon deri,·ed the legitimac} of his rule from the 
charismatic qualities of his per on, proven in action and 'isible 
to the people; each victory confirmed the people's belief in his 
charismatic right to rule. But Napoleon tried to underpin the 
charismatic legitimacy of hi~ rule by connecting it with both the 
tradition of monarchy and the rational order of legal codes and 
administrative organization. fl is ru le could not survive the de
struction of his cha ri~ma through defeat in war, while ironicall y 
the tradition he had revived and the legal and administrative 
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system he had established became the primary basis of the legiti
macy of his succe \Ors. 

The Napoleonic type of chaa ismatic leader depends for th 

legitimacy of hi) wle upon continuing :.uccess. For it is in successe 

especially agaimt seemingly in:.uperable odds, that his charism~ 
re\eals itself. Jn comequence, the legitimacy of his rule and, more 

lik~ly than not, his rule itself cannot survive persistent failu re. 

Th•s .was as true of Hitler and ~fussolini as it was of Napoleon. 

In tlus respect the modem charismatic leader differs sharply from 

Lhe p_r~modem o~e, whose chat.isma was typically established by 

a rel_•g10us sancuou. The legiumacy of the rule of a Pope, his 

elecuon by his fellow ca rdjnab as an expre sion of the divine 

will, survives failure in this world since his charisma does not 

depend upon success; the same was true of the Emperor of the 

Holy Roman Empire, chosen by the Electors and anointed by 

the _P~pe. ~rem_odern . ch~rismatic legitimacy enjoys a degree of 

stabtlny whtch as lackang m modern chari matic leadersh ip. T he 

former derives from an objective order, as doe traditional and 

legal legitimacy; none of them depends exclusively, except under 

particularly primitive condition , upon Lhe personal achievement 

of a leader. On the other hand, Hitler's suicide and Mussolini 's 

aimless flight imo death were consistent with the nature of their 

rule. There was nothing for them to claim once they had failetl, 

while a premodea n charismatic leader or a traditional or consti

tutional ruler can go into exile and claim his throne or maintain 

his constitutional right to govern by invoking the objective order 
!rom which his legi timacy derives. 

Communist legitimacy occupies an intermediate position be
tween these two types. It derives from an objecLive order, the 

truth of Marxism-Lenin ism. But that truth, unlike the truth of 

revealed religion, is not to be taken on faith alone, by virtue of 

having been revealed. lt pretends to be "scientific" truth and 

hence must submit to the te t of experience. The Christi:m can 

wait without a time limit for the econd Coming, for it has been 

divinely revealed that Christ will come again. His faith will ~ur

vive delay as long as he believes in the revelation itself. The 

Communist cannot iudefinitely maintain hi faith in the "wither· 
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ing away of the state" and the coming of the classics~ society or in I 
he triumph of Communi)m throughout the world; for the\C 

t rophecies are subject to historical ' er ification, not at the end 

~C time but, if not here and now, certainly tomonow or the da) 

after. 
Thus Marxism-Lenini~rn con tains within itself the seeds of it'> 

own destruction; it becomes Lhe \ictim of the eH-same dia lectic 

from which it deduced the ine,•itable doom of all h istorical phe

nomena . For the very scientific pretense of Marxism-Leninism 

makes the confrontation of the pseudoscientific dogma with em

Jirical reality inevitable. Sophisticated arguments may stave off 

~he confrontation for the time being, but "the science of society," 

in contrast to an otherworldly religion, cannot e\ade the empiri

ca l "moment of truth" forever. 
T he prophecies of Marxism-Leninism are indeed vague and 

contingent enough to stretch the time span within which their 

fulfillment can be expected. The successful Communist leaders 

ha\'e been able tO paotect their charisma by re[onnulating and 

reinterpreting the tenets of Marxi m-Leninism and, more particu

larly, by explaining delays in the fulfillment of the Marxist

Leninist prophecies in terms of Marxi~m-Leninism itself. This 

has been the technique that Marxist-Leninists have consistently 

used in order to reconcile the integrity of the dogma with the 

deficiencies of acwal performance. 
The is ue arose at the very beginning of the Bolshevist regime, 

and the pattern for its solution was set then. The Bolshevist 

leaders were faced with the task of making peace with Germany, 

and they had decided that a( Lhey could not obtain sa tisfactory 

conditiom they would simply wait Cor the proletarian re\'olution 

to break out in Gem1any, which would bring the war to an end. 

However, the Gem1an soldiers gave no sign of making common 

cause with the Russian Bolshevists against their masters. The 

great majority of the Bolshevist leaders, faithful to the doctrine, 

were in fa,or of rejecting the German terms and waiting for the 

inevitable German revolution to occur. Yet, realiting t11at the 

Soviet Union needed peace, revolution or no revolution, Lenin 

in Januaay 1918 made an emendation to Lhe doctrine. 
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The State or affairs with the socialist revolution in Russ· 
f 1 • . • • 1a must 
or~ t 1c ba IS of any defin1uon of the international task of 

So\IC.t power. The international situation in the fourth year of~;:; 
':ar 1s such that the probable moment of the outbreak of re,·olu. 
tiOn and or the overthrow or any one of the European impe . r 
go~ernmems (including the German Government) is co nl a 1St 
·ncalc I bl Th . mp etely 1 u ~ e. ere IS no doubt that the socialist revolution in 
Europe IS bound to happen and will happen. All our hopes f h 
final · f · 1. o t e 

VICtory o soc1a 1sm arc founded on this conviction and 

this sciem_ific. prediction. Our propaganda activity in general a~~ 
the organ11at1on of frate~ni7ation in particular must be strength. 

ened and developed. But u would be a mistake to build the tact" 
of the . r ICI 

soc1a 1st go\·ernmem on auempts to determine whether th 

Europea~, and in particular the German, socialist re\'olution wil~ 
happen 1n the next half year (or in some such short time) or w·u 

• not happen.s 
1 

Similarly, Stalin cou~d reassure the comrades who at the Eigh. 

teenth Pan~ Congress 10 1939 had raised the question why, after 

the destrucuon of the class enemies within the Soviet Union the 

st~te. was not withering away, as Marx, Engels, and Lenin ' had 

sa1d H ~ould, by asserting that Marx and Lenin d id not foresee 

everyth_mg and tl1at while the state was no longer needed for 

domesuc purposes it was still essential in order to defend th 

"Fatherla~d of Socialism" against capitalist ic encirclement. 0~ 
the delay 10 the world-wide triumph of Communism can be . 

I . d . h ex 
P ame ~ll er by the revisionism of the Soviet leaders o r the 

adventur•.sm of the Maoists. And the diversi ty of polycentric 

Commumsms.' apparently challenging the monopolistic pretense 

of the fou.?tamhead of Marxist-Leninist truth, ca n be justified in 

terms of several roads to Communism," the monopolistic pre· 

tense being maintained for the end result in which the different 
roads inevitably wiJI converge. 

But the_re are obvious limits to such postponements. Sooner or 

l ~ter, a sc1ence of society claiming a monopoly of the truth must 

J e!lher make good on its claim or lose its cred ibility. Thus the 

3 Quoted in £. II. Carr, The BoiJhroilc Rroolution J9JJ-192J, III (New 
York.: Macmillan, 1955), 34. 
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charisma of Communism not only contains an objective element 

by virtue of being grounded in the science of Marxism-Len in ism; 

but. by virtue of being so grounded, it also contains a subjective 

element in that it depends upon the succes~ of those who act in 

its name. The charisma of a Stalin or a Khrushchev is not as 

expo~e<lto the corroding influence of failure as is that of a I I itler 

or Mussolini, but it is not as immune from it as is the charisma of 

a traditional monarch or of a constitutional democracy. 
The peculiar character of the Communbt charisma, its relative 

stability because of its de1 ivation from dogma and its relative 

instability because of its dependence upon political success, also 

accounts for the pecu lia rities of the succession to supreme power 

in Communist states. ln contrast to the radical disruption of 

legitimacy in the case of the Napoleonic or Fascist charismatic 

leader, Communism has been able to maintain the continuity of 

its legitimacy and its institutions. That continuity corresponds to 

the objectivity of the dogma from which legitimacy derives and 

in whose name the institutions operate. 
Succe sion has two facets: the removal of the incumbent and 

the choice of a successor. As concerns the former, the issue has 

thus far a1 isen in the Soviet Union only with regard to Khrush· 

chev since Lenin and Stalin died in office. The decision to re

move Khrushchev was rendered by the Central Committee in 

accordance with pre-establi hed constitutional processes and was 

obviously the result o f pragmatic considerations. Khrushchev had 

failed in stabilizing the European empire of the Soviet Union by 

challenging the Western powers in Berlin. H e had failed to re

store the monopoly of the Soviet Union as the fountainhead of 

Marxism-Leninism by coming to terms with China. His long· 

range strategic succe s in Cuba was overshadowed by the spectac· 

ular character of his tactica l defeat. His agricultural policies were 

an unmitigated fai lure. And perhaps most important, by his 

denunciation of Stalin, he put into que~tion, as we shall see, the 

legitimacy of the Soviet regime itsell. 

On the other hand, in contrast to the modern types of tradi· 

tional and constiwtiona l legitimacy, t he determination of the 

person of the successor is inevitably the result of a naked struggle 
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charismatic leader "is for long unsucces5ful, abo\e a ll if his lead

ership fails to benefit his followers, it is likely that his charismatic 

authority will disappear." 4 It is to this risk that the Communist 

charisma is expo~ed with particular force; for, as we have seen, its 

claim to scientific infaiJibility invites continuou testing against 

actual expet·ience. Communism has failed that test in three areas 

vital to its legitimacy. Major prophecies of Marxism-Leninism 

have been denied by historic experience. The validity of the 

Communist charisma itself has been authoritatively denied from 

within the Soviet Union. The claim of Marxism-Lenin ism to 

completeness, if not infallibility, as a gu ide to political action 

has been denied by the developmen t of a plurality of Commu

nisms, independent from, if not hosti le to, the monopolistic 

claims of the Soviet guardians of the doctrine. 

Historic Disavowal. The first denial Marxism-Leninism suffered 

at the hands of history occurred in 1914 at the outbreak of the 

First World War. It had been one of the basic assumptions of 

Marxism-Leninism, both in theory and in pranice, that the soli

darity of the international proletariat was stronger than the loy

alty of indi vidual proletarians and proletarian parties to their 

respective nations and government . Thus before 1914 all Euro

pean socia list parties as a matter of principle voted ngainst mili

tary appropriations for their respective government . The prole

tarinn masses were expected to follow this example of their 

elected representatives and refuse to fight against their proletar

ian comrndes on the other side of the frontier if their respective 

governments should declare war agai nst each other. Rather, they 

would jointly rise against these governments; thus war would 

issue in revolution. Yet in August 1914 the proletarians of the 

world did not unite. but started to kill each other on behalf of 

their respective nations and governmen ts. 

The second denial was suffered by Marxism-Leninism a t the 

end and in the aftermath of the First World War. According to 

4 Max Weber, The Theory of Sodal and Economic Organiwtion, T rans· 

lated by A. M. Henderson and T alcott Parsons (New York: Oxrord Unhersily 

Press, 1947), p. ll60. 
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the strict principles of the doctrine, the October Re,olution o( 
1917 should not have occurred in Russia, a backward country 
which was still half (eudali tic and whose early capitalist system, 
far from matu1e, had not )et produced a large industrial prole
tarial. When it occurred, the doctrine had to conceive it not as 
an isolated event but as the initial stage of world revolution. 
" 'orld revolution was required not only by the doctrine, but also 
by the security of the Soviet Un ion, surrounded as it was by 
hostile capitalistic powers. Yet Communist revolution fa iled 
everywhere, and the Soviet Union survived within "ca pitalistic 
encirclemen t." 

Ma1 xist-Len inist prophecies were denied a third time when 
deca) ing capitalistic systems took refuge in Fasci m. Inflation, the 
Crash or 1929, and mass unemployment proletariani1ed the mid
dle classes and drove the proletariat to despair. Out of this 
endemic economic crisis appeared to evolve the cla,sic i\larx i ~t
Len inist juxtapo ition between a small group of desperate 
monopoly capitalists and their mercenaries, on the one hand, 
and the proletarianized masses, on the other. Accordin~ to 
Marxi t-Leninist principle , the consciousness of the proletarian
ized middle classe should have reflected their economic position : 

4 they shou ld have become Marxists. Yet something very un
i\larxi~t happened: revolting against their proletarianization, 
they beca me Fascists. Their con,ciousnes' did not follow their 
mate1ial conditions but tevolted aga inst them. When this ha p
pened, in contrast to what ought to ha,·e happened accordi ng to 
the doctrine, Fascism was welcomed with a measure of ",rien-

l tific" appro,·al as a historic nece,sit): the last stage of capiL11ism, 
1 preparatory to, and inevitably followed by, the Communist rev

olution. Finally, the Ribbentrop-~ rolotov pact of 1939, amoun t
ing to an implicit alliance between azi Germany and the So' iet 
U nion, bcslOwed upon the "Fasci~t beasts" a respectability and 
upon their rule an assumption of permanence, both utterly a t 
odds with what Communists had been taught to believe. 

T he import of these successive blows that the Marxist-Len inist 
prophecies received from history could be temporarily concea led 
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longer has Lhe physica l power to impose its will upon a recalci

trant citi7en ry, but because it no longer firm ly believes in the 

charismatic source of its own legitimacy. It can no longer main

tain the monolithic character of Soviet society because it is no 

longer monolithic itself. It no longer purges and kills di11senters, 

not because it lacks the power, but becau e it Jacks the moral 

conviction of its own legitimacy to overcome the new moral con

viction of the dissenters in its midst. Instead of purging them, it 

must accommodate the dissenters. Thus Khrushchev's exposure 

of monolithic Stalinism has inevitably issued in a pragmatic 

pluralism within the Soviet govemment characterized by the 

competition among individuals and groups, <~. II equal in legiti

macy, for the determination of Soviet policies within a common 

Marxist-Leninist framework. 

A government thus beset by doubt about its own legitimacy 

must govem a citizenry similarly doubtful. The pluralism {rom 

which its action springs is reflected in the nature of the action 

itself; typically, it will be lacking in that singleminded and ruth

less decisi,eness, which reflects unquestioning faith in the wis

dom, virtue, and power of the actor. And it encounters among 

the citizens the arne pluralism it had to cope with in its own 

midst. While the difficu lties in coping with the former p luralism 

are in good measure hidden behind the veil of official secrecy and 

will be revealed only, if at all, when the controversy has faded 

into history, the dilemma the Soviet government faces in coming 

to terms with the Iau er is a matter of public record. On the one 

hand, the Soviet government is morally incapable of suppressing 

dissent after the fashion of Lenin and Stalin, and, on the other, it 

mmt continue to exert a considerable measure of monolithic con

trol in order to maintain its monopoly of political power. It 

cannot afford morally to ~uppress dissen.t altogether, nor can it 

afford politically to allow dissent free reign. Thus it vaci llates 

between the reassertion of monolithic control and "liberaliza

tion;· i.e., granting a measure of freedom to e..xpress dissent. This 

dilemma is a function of the divorce of political power from 

tile legitimacy that ga'e it binh . The monopoly of political power 

in the hands of the Soviet government is the political expression 
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of the monopolistic pretense of Marxism-Leninism. The monop
oly of political power has survived the monopolistic pretense. It 
is power denuded of legitimacy. As such, it is uncertain of itself, 
indecisive in application, and of dubious durability. 

By denying explicitly the legi timacy of Stalin's ru le, Khrush
chev had implicitly put into question the legitimacy of Soviet 
rule. That question was from then on to be raised explicitly not 
only within the Soviet Union but throughout the Communist 
world. The negative answer given to it within the Soviet Union 
resulted in the ''liberalization" of the Soviet regime. The same 
negative amwer given abroad transformed polycentrism from the 
isolated Yugoslav instance into a universal phenomenon. 

Po/yce11trism. Yugoslavia was the first and isolated example of 
polycentric Communism- that is, a Com munism whose cha racter 
and policies are determined not by the power or example of the 
Soviet Union but by the peculiar national qualities and needs of 
the country concerned. What characterizes this type of Commu
nism is its national orientation and its consequent independence 
from the Sovie t Union as well as from all other extraneous Com
munist models. This orientation may call forth institutions and 
policies similar or dissimilar to those of the Sovie t Union, as the 
case may be. What is important is that this relationship, positive 
or negative, is not inherent but coinciden tal in a p<uticular na
tional Communism. Soviet Communism is essentially irrelevant 
to national Communism. Its monopolistic claims are rejected 
in so far as this particular nation is concerned; but, as a mauer 
of principle, they are left intact with regard to all other nations. 

Thus polycentrism is in the nature of a defection (rom the 
un iversa l church, but it is not an outright attack upon the claim 
to universality itself. It is only by implication that universa li ty is 
impaired in the very existence of the defector. T he impairment 
becomes explicit when defection is transformed from an isolated 
instance, an exception to the monolithic rule, into a universal 
phenomenon. 

That development started dramatically in the fall of 1956 wit.h 
the revolts in Poland and Hungary, both of which reasserted the 
independence of Communist na tions against the monolithic con-
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and defections have been qualitatively different from the isolated 
defection of Yugo Ja, ia. For the assertion of national interests 
and independent judgments by scores of Communist govern. 
ments and parties, none challenging the monopolistic claim of the 
Soviet Union explicitly, amounts to a collective denial of that 
claim. lt a lso amounts to a collective assertion of the limits of 
Soviet power. 

That denial and assertion were for a ll practical purposes for
malized in the repeated refusa l of a number of Commu nist gov. 
ernments and parties to consent to a \\7orld Communist Congre~s 
a t which the O\ iet Union would obtain confirmation for its 
monopolistic po e sion of Communist truth against China's 
contrary claims. Oppo~ition to the convocation of that Congress 
servi ng this purpose is tantamount to a refusal to recogn ize the 

{ validity of the Soviet claim. That the number of opponents is 
sufficientl y large and influential to have delayed and thus far pre-

J 

vented the convocation of such a Congress as originall y intended 
indicates the decline of the legitimacy and of the power of the 
oviet regime in the eyes of the Communist wo1ld. 
The Chinese po ition i di fferent from the genuine polycen tric 

one in that it not only disregards the Soviet version of Commu
n ism as irreleva nt for itself, but tha t it replaces it with one whose 
universa l relevance it proclaims. In other words, Ch ina chal
lenges explici tl y the monopolistic pretense of the Soviet Union 
and opposes it with a monopolistic pretense of its own. Three 
factors enabled it to wke that position. ' 

First, like Yugo~lavia, China received Communi m not on the 
bayonets of the Red Army but through victory in a civi l war that 
owed liule to the doctrinal and ma teria l support of the Soviet 
Union. Quite to the contrary, by relying upon the peasants 
rather than the indu trial proletariat, Mao deviated radica lly 
from the teachings of Marxism-Leninism and disregarded the 
ad' ice he received from the oviet Union as well. Thus the Chi
ne e Communists never recogn iLed in practice Moscow's monop
oly of the truth of Marxism-Leninism, and in consequence Stalin 
had good reason for declaring that the Chinese Comm unists were 
not Marxist-Leninists at all. 
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Secondly, while a ll the other C<'mmunist governmen ts and 
a1ties are to a greater or Jesser extent dependent upon the polit

~al military and economic support of the Soviet Union, China IC(; , I 0 0 

)ossesses indigenous national resources commensurate wnh t ts 

~bject ives at home and abroad . S~riving to bec?me ~ power of the 
first rank, it welcomed Soviet a sJstance, espeCially 10 the nuclear 
fi eld. But when the Soviet Union in the late 1950s confronted it 
with a choice between renunciation of this national obje~tive 
and pe1 manent subordination, on the one hand, and _the Inde
pendent pursuit of that objecth _e, on the other, Ch10a could 
afford tO choose the Iauer altcrnau ... e. 

Finally, after Khrushchev had put into question the legitimacy 
of Moscow's monopolistic successorsh ip to the mantle of Marx 
and Lenin by denigrating talin, Mao became by force of cir
cum~tance the natural pretender to that mantle. For he alone 
among the major Communist leaders was untainted by associa
tion with e ither Stalin"s or Kh1 ushchev's rule. Furthe1 more, and 
most important, his interpretation of Marxism-Leninism had 
succeeded in practice under conditions seemingly si milar to those 
pre\·ailing elsewhere in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. 

By exposing Stalin as an impostor, Khrushche' had attacked 
the charismatic legitimacy of So' iet rule itself; that attack was 
rendered plausible by the consequent disintegration of mono
lithic Soviet rule in the form of "liberalization" at home and 
polycentrism abroad. Mao identified himself with, and acccnlll
ated, the negative results of Khrushchev's argument, in so far as 
the monopolistic pretense of the Soviet Union was concerned. 
But he turned it agaimt Khrushchev by exposing him as the 
im postor and reasse1ting the legitimacy of Stalin's rule. Khrush
chev, not Stalin, was accused of having de' iated from the teach
ings of Marxism-Leninism, and ~lao remained the sole legiti
mate successor to Lenin and talin, the defender of the true 
faith , the beneficiary and guardian of the Marxist-Leninist 
charisma. 

Jn conseq uence of this competition for the monopolistic po ses
sion of the truth of l\ l arxi~m- Leninism, the sa me fanatical secta r
ianism which we found to have split the Marxist panies every-
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where before 19 17 and after that in non-Communist states now 
eli' ide~ Communi t state~ as welL The same epi thet~. such :u 
"re' i\ion ist , " "<tch en turists," "social reactionaries,'' " tra itor<o,'' 
which former!) onl) Communist factions hurled aga inst one an. 
other, or Communist go,ernmems used aga inst foreign Comm u. 
n ist factions, now are used by Communist government ag.tin!>t 
each other to discredit their respecti\'e phi losophies and policies. 

The ri\'alry between two great Communist nations, each claim. 
ing a monopoly of Communist truth, resembles the rivalry 
among Communist factions in that there is no way of objectively 
te ting the validity of the e claims except by success-that is, 
power. f lere, however, the similarity ends. The relative power o£ 
faclions can be tested by a variety of socia l contrivances, ~uch as 
intraparty or parliamentary elections, competition for member. 
ship, exclusion and fusions, ostracism and assassination. On the 
other hand, states may compete £or influence and power through
out the world. Any success a state will have anywhere in the 
world will be interpreted :~ s empirical proof of the validity of its 
monopolislic c-laim, and vice versa. Yet such competition is 
bound to be inconclusive. For as long as a state exists, pretending 
to be in the monopolistic po session of Communist truth, it puts 
into question, by its very existence, the validity of the counter
claims on the part of another Communist state. They cannot 
both be valid, and there is no wa y of proving empirica lly, short 
of a decisive war, which is. Yet, whi le both claims cannot be 
valid, they can both be spurious. And that is exactly the conclu
sion a drawn-out, inconclusi'e conflict must suggest. 

Here we are in the presence of still another sign ificant d istinc
tion between other-worldl y religions and a secular re ligion, such 
as Communi m, that claim to be the science of society. Rival 
claims of religious dogmas concern the correct interpretation o£ 
the divine will, especia lly as regards the sure road to salvation. 
They are in the nature of things not susceptible to empirical 
tests, shon of the primitive one of ordeals and the working of 
miracles, and hence, can go on forever without impairment of 
their plausibility. The plausibility of a political doctrine, claim
ing to provide a blueprint for successful political action, cannot 
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sun i,·e consistent failure. It cannot a'oid being weaJ..ened by the 
con i)tent inconclusiveness of empirical tests. Thus the inconclu
si' eness of the doctrinal ri\ a ll) between the O\ iet Union and 
China is bound to ha\e a debilitating effect upon the plausibility 

of either claim. 
Between the genuine polycentrism of which Yugoslavia, 

c7echoslo, akia, and Romania a re the prototype, and the rival 
monopolistic claims of China, the Communism of Cuba occupies 
an intermediate po ition. 1t i ~ genuinely pol}centric in that it 
aims to reflect the interests, and meet the oppollunities, of indi
vidual n ations. But it conceives of these inte rests and opportuni
ties not as peculiar to a particular indi' idual na tion but as being 
typical of a number of nations similarly situated, of which Cuba 
is the prototype. Cuba's polycentrism, then, possesses a distinct 
expansionist quality; for Cuba offers itself as a model and as a 
fountainhead of u·uth and support ri valing the Soviet Union and 
China- not, it is true, to the whole Commu nist world, but to all 
those Communist movements which might profit from the Cuban 
example and support. Consequently, the impairment of the uni
versalistic claims of the ovie t Union and China is here quantita
th·ely greater than that caused by the polycentrism of a number 
of individual nations, such as Yugo la,•ia, CLecho lovakia, or 
Romania. For it is not one particular nation that puts its na
tional interests above the oviet or Chinese claims; but a poten
tially indefinite number of nation , having certain characteristics 
in common, imitate Cuba in choosing a road to Communi m 
different from that of the Soviet Union and China. 

This indefinite quantity of potential polycentric defections is 
bound to have a nega ti,•e qualitative impact upon the monopo
listic claims o£ the oviet Union and China. For the quantitative 
limitation or the validity of these monopolistic claims, if it be
comes large enough, deprives them of a ll substantive significance. 
I t exposes the monopolistic claims as empty preten e and reduces 
them in practice to just another polycentric version of Commu
nist dogma. The Communist world, which is supposed to be one 
world, formed by the one truth of Marxism-Leninism, then is 
transformed into a pluralistic universe in which at best different 
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polycentric Communisms live peacefully side by side or at wont 
uuggle for predominance with each other. In any e'ent, regard. 

le s of whether thet e will be 1 ivalry for "spheres of influence" or 
peaceful coexi tence among several polycentric Commun ists, such 
p lurali)m would empty the monopolistic claims of all substance. 

T il£ FOR£1CN POUCIES OF COMMUNISM 

Thus the Commun ist world appears to have reverted to the tra. 
ditional pluraliHic pattern in which indi,•idual nations cooper. 
ate or compete with each other for the protection and promotion 
of their respective interests. This is the accepted meaning of 
polyccnuism. The observation is correct as far as it goes. But it 
docs not go far enough; for it does not take into accoun t the fact 
thai. th is polycentric world is composed of nations whose Com. 
munist character qualifies the polycentric orientation of their 
foreign policies. Because this polycencric world is a lso a Com. 
mun ist world, the foreign policies of its members ca nnot be 
explained by exclusive reference to their traditional national in
terests. Commun ism has introduced three new dimensions into 
traditional foreign policy: it has provided new instruments with 
wh ich to support traditional interests; it has created new inter
eSlS; and it has changed the style of foreign policy. 

Stalin: Communism as an Instrument of Russian Power 

The transformation of the tenets of Communism into instru
ments for Ru sia's traditiona l foreign policy was the great inno
vative contribution talin made to the foreign policy of the So
viet Un ion. The nature of this contribution has been widely 
misunderstood. The \'\'estern world has looked upon talin as an 
orthodox Bot he ... ik, the fanat ical proponent of a "rigid theol
ogy," 8 bent upon spreading the Communist gospel indiscrimi
nately and by hook or crook. to the four corners of the earth. 
Those who hold this view judge Stalin as though he were T rot-

OT he words arc those or Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., who, in The New YorA 
neview of Books VII, No. 6 (October 20, 1966), 37. reaffirmed the popular 
assessment or Stalin as a ranalical promoter or Communism ror its own sake. 
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sky: 'Iltey confuse Stalin's means, which, among others, indeed 
compnse the classic Communist methods, ruthlessly applied, with 
his ends, which were in the tradition of C1~uist expansionism 
rather than of Lhe Marxist-Leninist promotion of world revolu
tion as an end in itself. In truth, as concerns its relations to 
Marxism-Leninism, Stalin's foreign policy is distinct from 
Lenin's and Trotsky's, on the one hand, and from that of 
){]Hushchev and his successors, on the other. 

Lenin saw in Russian Bolshevism the doctrinal and political 
fountainhead of the Communist world revolution and in the 
success of that revolution the precondition for the survival of the 
Bolshevist regime in Russia. Russian Bolshevism was the "base" 
of world revolution ; tha t was its historic function and justifica
tion in Marxist terms, as world revolution was Russian Bolshe
vism's inevitable sequel and the guarantee of its success. On this 
doctrinal foundation, as developed in Lenin 's Left-wing Com
mt~nism: An Infantile Disorder, the Soviet Union stood in its 
ea rl iest years as a guide and instigator of violent revolution 
throughout the world. Trotsky gave an extreme characterization 
to this first phase of Bolshevist foreign policy when he declared 
on his appointment as People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs: "I 
will issue a few revolutionary proclamations to the people of the 
world and shut up shop." 1 

However, in contrast to Marx and the other Marxists, Lenin 
used Marxism not as a blueprint to be superimposed intact upon 
a recalcitrant reality but as an instrument for the acquisition of 
power. He reversed the priority between Marxism and power, 
traditional with the Marxists. One could say that he loved Marx, 
but he loved power more; he was a practitioner of power before 
he was an interpreter of Marx. Thus he decided what needed to 
be done for the sake of power, and then he used his version of 
Marx to justify what he was doing. One only has to read Lenin's 
polemics against Kautsky in order to real ize h ow completely 
Marxism has here changed its traditional function. We are no 
longer in the presence of a doctrinaire disputation in search of 
the Marxist truth for its own sake. Rather, we are witnessing a 

7 Quoted in Carr, op. cit., p. 16. 
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pha~e in the conquest of power underLaken by a man who uses 
the doctrine with passionate fury as a hammer with which to 
obliterate views that, if accepted, might bar him from that con. 
que t. What Lenin perfected for the domestic politics of the So. 
'iet Un ion-the tran~formation of the science of society into an 
instrument for the acquisition of power-Stalin achieved for the 
foreign policies of the O\ iet Union. 

Both the consolidation of the Bolshevist regime within Russia 
and the collap!>e of the auempts at world revolution gave birth to 
Stalin's policy of "socialism in one country." talin's foreign pol. 
icy in its first phase, lasting until victory in the Second World 
War, served the purpose of proteCLing the Soviet experiment 
from hostile outside interven tion. During that period, Soviet for. 
eign policy was hau nted by the nightmare of a united front of 
the capitalistic powers seeking the destruction of the Soviet 
Union. The mea ns Stalin employed to that end-clandestine 
military cooperation with Germany, temporary support of the 
League of Nations, the I 935 alliance with r'rance, the implicit 
I 939 alliance with Germany-were in the classic tradition of 
power diplomacy. What was new was the additional power the 
Soviet Union could draw from its monolithic control of Commu
nist parties throughout the world. The promotion of popular 
fron ts and the Soviet intervention in the Spanish Civil War were 
the main manifestations of this new opportun ity for the expan
sion of Soviet power. 

I low effective this use of world Communism for the purposes 
of the Russian sta te has been is strikingly revealed in the testi
mony of British and Canadian members of the Gouzen ko spy 
ring before the Royal Commission investigating the case.• 
When asked why they had betrayed their own countries to the 
Soviet Union, almost all the members replied that they had done 
it for the sa ke of humanity, that concern for humanity supersedes 
loyalty to any individual nation, and that the interests of hu
manity and those of the Soviet Union are identical. Communist 
internationalism and Russian nationalism are here brought into 

8 R oyal Commission To Investigate Disclosures of Secret and Con{ider1tial 
l nformatiorl to UrJauthoriud Persons, (Ottawa: HMSO, 1946). 
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harmony. T he Soviet Union appears endowed with a monopolyf 
of tn•th and vinue, which sets it apart from. and above, all other 
nations. It may be pointed out in passing that here the Soviet 
Union is assigned the same privileged position among the na
tions that the proletariat occupies in Marxist philosophy among 

the classes. 
From 1943 onward, with Soviet victory over Germany assured, 

the main purpose of Soviet foreign policy changed from security 
to territorial expansion . Stalin sought to expand oviet con trol 
primari ly into territories adjacent to Russia, the traditional ob
jectives of Russian expansion ism. The conquest of Eastern Eu
rope and of part of the Balkans, the pressure on Turkey for 
control of the Dardanelles and its northern provinces, the at
tempts to ga in footholds on the eastern shore o£ the Mediterra
nean and in northern Iran and to draw all of Germany into the 
Russian orbit, the recovery of the Russia n interests in China-all 
these moves follow the lines of expansion traced by the Czars. 
The limits of Stalin's territorial ambition were the tradit ional 
limits of Russian expa nsionism. The former even fell shon of the 
latter when pol iticaJ and military considerat ions appeared to 
make that retraction advisable. Thus Stalin honored the agree
ment with Great Britain of 1944, di viding the Balkans in to 
spheres of influence, recognized explicitly on the occasion of the 
Greek civil war that Greece was in the Briti h sphere, and he 
lived up to that recognition in the policies he pursued. As Stalin 
put it to Eden during the Second World War: "The trouble with 
Hitler is that he doesn't know where to stop. I know where to 
stop." 

These traditional purpo es of Stalin's foreign policy, as well as 
their misunderstanding by the West, are clearly and dramatically 
revealed in the confrontation at Yalta between Stalin and Roose
velt. From that confrontation Sta lin emerged as the power politi
cian who, unencumbered by considerations of ideologica l advan
tage, sought to restore and expa nd Ru~sia's traditional sphere of 
influence, while Roosevelt defended an abstract phi losophic 
principle, incapable of realization under the circumstances. Po
land, said Stalin, is "a question ... of life and death for the 
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SO\ iet State." • Roose,elt's philosophy was most strikingly ex. 

pressed in his report on the Yalta Conference to Congress on 
March 1, 1945: 

The Crimean Conference . . . spells the end of the system of 
unilateral action and exclusive alliances and spheres of innuence 
and balances of power and all the other expedients which have 
been tried for centuries-and have failed. 

We propose to substitute for all these a universal organization 
which all peace-loving nations will finally have a chance to join.JO 

Yet it was through this "system of unilateral action ... and all 
the other exped ient'>" of traditional power politics that Stalin 
intended to secure Russia's predominance in Eastern Europe. 

The incompatibility o£ these two conceptions of the postwar 
world came to a head in the controversy over the kind of govern
mentS to be established in the nations of Eastern Europe. Stalin 

insisted that these governmen ts be "friendly." Roosevelt and 
Churchill conceded that they should be "friend ly" to the Soviet 

Union, but they insi ted that they should also be "democratic." 
Stalin clearly aw the inner contradiction of that position. "A 
freely elected governmen t in any of these countries," he said, 
"would be anti-Soviet, and that we cannot a llow." 11 Stalin could 

not help but interpret the Western position as implacable hostil
ity to Russian interests, while the West saw in the ruthless trans
formation of the nations of Eastern Europe into Russian sate). 
lites empirical proof for the unlimited ambitions of Soviet Com
munism. 

This misunderstanding resulted from the combination of two 
factors: the actual Communization of Eastern Europe and the 
attempted Communization of much of the rest of Europe, and 

the use of Communist parties throughout the world on behalf of 
Soviet policies justified by Soviet spokesmen in terms of Marxism-

o Quoted in j ames F. Byrnes, Spt!alting Franltly (New York: Harper 1: 
Brothers, 1947), p. !2. 

10 Nothing To Fear: Tile Selected Addresses of Frar1ltlin Delauo Roosevelt 
1912- 1945, edited by Ben 7.cvin (Cambridge, Mass.: H oughton Miffiin, 1946), 
p. 453. 

•11 Quoted in Philip E. Mosely, The Kremlin in World Politics (New York: 
Vtntage Books, 1960), p. 214. 
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Leninism. Thus, by taking the O\ iet go\'ernment at its Marxist

Leninist word, one could not fail to conclude that Stalin was on 

his way to achieving what Lenin and Trotsky had been attempt· 
ing in vain: to make the Marxist-Leninist prophecy of the Com· 
rnuniration of the world come true. Haunted by the spectre of 

Communism, Western opinion found it hard to appreciate the 
extent to which Stalin used Communist govemmems and parties 

as instruments for the ends of Russian power. He needed govern
ments in Eastern Europe "friendly" to the Soviet Union. He did 

not care about the ideological character of these governments 

and parties as fong as they were "friendl y." Thus he tried to l 
install aristocratic German generals in Germany and to come to 

terms with the Romanian monarchy and a freely elected Hun
garian government, and failed. On the other hand, he estab

lished a stable modus vivendi with a non-Communist govern
ment in Finland. Yet he realized that, save for that exception, 

the only people in Eastern Europe who were willing to serve the 
interests of the Soviet Union were Communists. In private con

\'ersalions, he heaped scorn upon the fools and knaves who al

lowed themselves to be used by him, but he used them because 
there was nobody else to use. And he was as hostile to Commu

nist nationalists as he was to non-Communist ones. He purged 

the Communists of Eastern Europe who refused to do his bid
ding, and for the same reason was at best indifferent to Chinese 
Communism, exorcised and tried to bring down the Communist 

government of Yugoslavia, and opposed the projected federation 
of Communist Balkan states. For him, then, Communist ortho

doxy was a means to an end, and the end was the power of the 
Russian state traditionally defined. 

It is perhaps only in retrospect-by searching for the meaning 
of Stalin's policies in his private statements and kept commit· 

ments rather than in his public pronouncements, by comparing 
what Stalin did with what he could have done but did not do, 
and finally by comparing Stalin 's policies with those of his prede

cessors and successors-that one can assess correctly the nature of 
Stalin's foreign policy. And it is on ly in retrospect that one can 

savor the irony of the pope of Marxism-Leninism manipulating 
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rnents of the Soviet Union as empirical proof of the truth of 

Marxism-Leninism. The Communist prophets from Marx to 

Stalin had to argue phi losophically for the foreordained triumph 

of Communism, the Communist salva tion o( mankind that 

would inevitably occur, in however distant a future . Khru hchev 

could point to what was occurring in the Soviet Union as a token 

of the correctness of that prophecy. Thus he argued from actual 

and con temporary experience rather than from the sacred texts. 

That shift in the nature of the argument gave a new lease on life 

to the charisma of Marxism-Leninism, enfeebled as it was by the 

blows it had received from h istory and the exposure of Stalin 's 

rule. From the actual achievements of the Soviet Un ion, Khrush

chev gained the confidence, on the one hand , to challenge the 

foremost capitalist nation at its own game of technology and 

production and, on the other, to offer Commun ism to the other 

nations, especia lly the backward ones, as a un iversal principle 

of social organi7ation, a model to emulate. 

For Khrushchev, then, Marxism-Leninism was the embodiment 

of unquesLioned truth, as Marxism had been for Lenin . Yet, while 

Lenin tried to force a resistant reality into the Marxist mold, 

Khrushchev thought he witnessed an existing reality that re

ceived its meaning from Marxism-Leninism and in tum bestowed 

plausibility upon il. Sputn ik owed nothing to the teachings 

of Marx and Len in, yet the Commun ist claim to the monop· 

olistic possession of the truth drew sustenance from this techno

logical success. 'Vhile Len in had worked in vain for the ful fi ll

ment of the Marxist prophecies, K11rushchev only needed to 

make the technological success of the Soviet Union intelligible as 

the partial fulfillment of these prophecies. Marx bad tried to 

understand the world in order to change it; Lenin tried to prac

tice what Marx had preached; and Khrushchev tried to make the 

changes accomplished in the name of Marxism-Leninism in to a 

model of universal application. 

T he B urde11 of a Mo-ribund Charisma 

Khrushchev's prophecies did not fare any better at the hands of 

history than those of Marx. H is personal chari ma, Uke that of 
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olutionar} movements. At the \Cry leaSL, it does not oppo e, if it 
does not actually support, tho:.e Latin American Communi~t par
ties which have washed their hands of the revolutionary guerril
las whom Cuba supports. 'Vhile China has sought to prevent a 
peaceful seulement of the "war of national liberation" in Viel-
1111m, the Soviet Union has indicated a desire for such a seule
ment, if it has not actuall y tried to bring it about. It is again 
ironic that "the Fatherland of ocialism" has unobstrusively and 
effecti,ely expanded its political and military in(]uencc in the 
ea tern Mediterranean, the Middle East, South A ia, the Indian 
Ocean, and its commercial in(]uence throughout the world I:! in 

12 Sec. for instance, "The Russians Capitali1c on the Suez Closure," The 
Fit~nnriol Times, February 14, 1968: 

As far as the U.S.S.R. is concerned, however, there is also quite a lot of 
commercial advantage to gaiu from a continuation of the Suet ob.uacle. 
The huge land mass or the Soviet Union lies across "straightlinc" routes 
from Western Europe to most of Asia, and the Russians arc now be
ginning to exploit thi.s fact. 

Already they have dc~clopcd two altemathe water routes of their 
own to the Ea.st-thc waterway S)Stcm linking the Bailie Sea with the 
Caspian. and the Northern Sea Route from Europe through the Arctic 
Ocean to the Pacific. Distances b) these routes are shorter than via uez 
(unlike the corresponding Cape journe)s) and in the C\ent of a long 
closure could well capture some of the traffiC permanently. 

fran's usc of the Baltic-Caspian waten.ay has reached an at.hanced I 
stage already. This route, passing from Leningrad through various lake~. 
rhcrs, and canals and thence down the Volga into the Caspian, is culling 
2.700 miles ofT the Sue7 route bctw<.'Cn Germany and Iran. C:trgo times 
have fall en from 50 to 25 da)s. 

Iran sent 400,000 tons of transit goods across the Soviet Union in 1966, 
mainly along this route. This was a big increase on the 1965 figure and 
1967 ill likely to show another large iucrease. Transport costs arc claimed 
tO be lower than via uez .... Ruuia announa'd last spring that she 
would also ~ opening her pre,iously tighlly guarded Arctic shipping 
lane across the top of iberia to foreign ships. Last Au~tust the Soviet 
cargo boat Ncwovoron~zh docked in Yokohama with 2,000 toru of mer· 
chandise from Hamburg after making what was heralded as the inaugural 
run on a new international sea route from Eul'ope to J apan through 
these icy but strategic waters in only 28 days .... J apanese boat~. already ( 
frequent callers at Soviet pons in eastern Sibel'ia, should especially benefit 
from the route's opening to foreign ship,. Yokohama is about 12.500 
miles from London by way of Suet; via the Northern Sea Route the 
distance is cut to about 8,500 miles .... These new developments [new 
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the best uadition of great power politics, while the foremost 
capitalistic nation has been hypnotized by the Commu nil>t aspect 
of the Vietnam war to l>UCh an extent as to be oblivious to this 
expansion of Soviet power. 

This policy of promoting and supporting "wars of national 
liberation" and Communist revolutions (at best, very selectively), 
and of actua lly trying to prevent or abate many of them, results 
primarily f1 om a pragmatic approach to foreign policy that is 
indifferent to the ends and means of Marxism-Leninism. But it 
also owes something to the O\ erriding concern of Soviet foreign 
pol icy: the avoidance o£ situations that might lead to a direct 
military confrontation between the United States and the Soviet 
Union in the form of nuclear war. At the height of his power, 
Khrushchev could present his opponents with ultimatums and 
threaten them with atomic destruction. Although he was cau. 
tious enough to refrain from following up his threaten ing words 
with corresponding actions, one could not be absolutely sure that 
he would. Since his down fall, ultimatums and nuclear threats 
have disappeared from the vocabulary of the Soviet government, 
and now when the interests of the oviet Un ion and the United 
States clash, as they did in the Middle East in the spring of 1967, 
both superpowers assure each other of their peaceful in tentions. 
While Cuba would like to in volve the United States in a n umber 
of simultaneous Vietnams-an involvement that would be likely 
to overtax America's conventional resources and thereby con
front the Un ited States with a choice between retreat and nu
clear war-the Soviet Un ion, by the same token, has sought to 
end or at least limit the war in Vietnam. 

On the face of it, then, the foreign policy of the Soviet Union 
appears to have come fuU circle. Communism was the end and 
revolution the means of Lenin's foreign policy. Stalin used Com· 
munism as a tool to serve the interests of the Russian state. 

land and air conncc1ions across lhe Soviet Union] all go 10 indianc the 
U .. S.R.'s key geographical posidon as the great land bridge bc1ween 
£.1st and Wesl, Sovicl cilics like Novosibirsk, Khabaro~sJ.:. and Tashkent 
could well become as familiar 10 lhc inlernalional jel SCI as Beirut, 
Teheran or Delhi in the ncar fuwrc. 
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Khrushchev used the power of the Russian state to further the 
interests of Communism. And now both ends and means of So\iet 
foreign policy appear to be determined by the interests and 
power of the Russian state. This analysis is correct as far as it 
goes, but it leaves one last question unanswered: 1 fow do 
Khrushchev's succe ors define the interests of the Russian state? 

In order to answer this question, we must return to the point 
from which we started and remind ourselves of the nature of the 
legitimacy from which the Soviet government derives its author
ity. The Soviet governmen t still governs in the name of Marxism
Leninism. I t is clear that the Marxist-Leninibl pretense to the 
monopolii>tic possession of scientific t ruth has not survived the 
blows the doctrine received from historic experience, from 
Khrushchev, and from dissident Communists. The science of so
ciety, which in its monopolistic pretense has always been nothing 
more than a dogma, has lost its intellectual persuasiveness for a ll 
concerned. It has been reduced to a ritual, mechanically invoked 
for ideological and polemic purposes. And i1 is so invoked by 
leaders who do not even pretend, as their predecessors did, to 
anything approach ing a personal charisma. 

Still, this ruin of a once imposing edifice is all the legit imacy 
the Soviet government has got and can afford to have. The Soviet 
regime is not old enough to im·oke the pre-Bolshevist tradition of 
Russia, even though Stalin, not withou t reason, tried to connect 
his rule with that of the great Czars, being indeed himself in the 
tradition of both Ivan the Terrible and Peter the Great. Nor is 
the Soviet regime old enough to invoke a Bolshevist tradition, 
leaving aside the difficulty of fashioning a tradition spa nning 
half a century o£ which three decades are identified with the 
deviant Stalin and one with the fumbling Khrushchev. The So
viet regime cannot invoke constitutional rationality withou t risk
ing the loss o£ i ts monopoly of power. Thus it has nothing left to 
clothe its power with but the threadbare charismatic vestments of 
Marxism-Leninism. From the weakness of this legitimacy, two 
consequences follow for Soviet foreign policy, one concerning its 
subsragce, the other its style. 

Soviet foreign policy pursues two disparate kinds of objectives: 
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those Jictated by the trad itional interests of Russia, such as 
friendly governments in Eastern Europe, a neu tral or friend ly 
Germany, access to the Mediterranean, the security of the Asian 
frontiers; and those ptovided by Communism, such as Vietnam, 
Cuba, Somalia. One is reminded of the distinction T alleyrand 
made in 1808 in a conversation with Alexander I: "The Rh ine, 
the Alps, and the P yrenees are the conquests of France; the rest, 
of the Emperor; they mean nothing to France." Yet it was the 
Emperor who governed France, superimpo ing his interests upon 
tho~e of France, as Communists govern the Soviet Union, adding 
Communist in terests to those of Russia. 

The Soviet Union cannot afford to shed the cla im, however 
implausible it has become on empirical grounds, tha t it is not 
just a nation amon~ others but the model of a na tion built upon 
the principles of Marxism-Leninism. I t can not shed tJ1at claim 
without destroying the moral foundation o( legit imacy, upon 
which its government rests. Yet, as we have seen, neither can the 
Soviet government effectively govern by invoking tha t claim. 
Thus, both at home and abroad, it mu t strike an uneasy and 
unstable balance between the demands of the claim and the 
requirements of pragmatic policies. At home, it endeavors to give 
a l imited measure of satisfaction to popular aspirations to free
dom and prosperity within the unchanged framework of mono. 
lithic rule, at the risk of either losing its monopoly of power or 
having to revert to its Sta linist misuse. 

A similar dilemma faces the Soviet Union in its relations wi th 
other Communist governments, especially those of Eastern Eu
rope. That dilemma appears in two different configura tions. 
First, the Soviet Union has a traditional national interest in 
seeing the nations of Eastern Europe governed by friend ly gov
ernments, whicl1 can only be Commun ist governmen ts. The un i
versal trend toward polycen tric pluralism compels the Soviet 
Union to allow these governmen ts considerable leeway in their 
domestic and foreign pol icies, provided they remain Communist 
(i.e., fri endly). Yet the Soviet Un ion, by having to reconcile itself 
to a measure of liberalization in its relations with these govern
ments, runs the r isk of either losing con trol altogether or having 
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~upport for \iolent revolution in Latin America and has im. 
pressed upon the North Vietnamese government the need {or a 
negotiated settlemen t. 

Here the Soviet Union faces a dilemma which it has in com. 
mon with the other great nuclear power. Both support their 
national interests with the threat or the use o f force. But neither 
of them ca n afford to resort to nuclear force, and since 1962 they 
have foregone even the threat to use iL Their abi lity to achieve 
their ends, then, depends upon the use o£ conventional force. 
Consequently, they must forego success and be willing to accept 
failure or stalemate if the relentless pursuit o£ their advantage 
would conjure up the possibility that the losing side might want 
to redress its fortu ues by resort to nuclear arms. In other words 
the side that has the advantage must avoid confronting the othe; 
side with a choice between ignominious retreat and resort to 
nuclear arms. Such a policy requ ires restraint in the use of the 
conventional instruments, d iplomatic and military. lL must allow 
both sides avenues of retreat while saving face. The settlement of 
the Cuban crisis of 1962 is a classic example of this technique. 

Such a policy is difficult for any nation to pursue; for it re
quires a new mode of thinking which accepts compromise as a 
substitute for victory and thereby exposes itself to the reproach of 
weakness. Such a policy is particularly difficult for the Soviet 
Union to pursue; for, as we have seen, the legitimacy of the 
Soviet regime is in a peculiar sense predicated upon its succe•s at 
home and abroad. The charisma of Marxism-Leninism having 
been drained of its substance, the legitimacy of the Soviet gov
ernmen t is predicated at the very least upon the appearance of 
success. The Soviet government cannot afford the risk of consist· 
ent failures without risking its downfall and endangering the 
regime itself. T h is being so, it is tempted, if not compelled, 
sooner or later to compensate for fa ilures with a spectacular suc
cess even at risks which the rational calculation of the distribu
tion of interests and power might find prohibitive. 

The very ·feebleness of Soviet legitimacy makes for its vulner
ability to failure. A regime secure in its legitimacy is not only 
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able to absorb failures but may even emerge stren~thened fro~ 
them; the personal charisma of de Gaulle was confirn:'ed by hts 
ability to liquidate the Alger ian war. But £or the Sovtet ~o~em
roent, which has nothing left to go on except success, every fatlure 

uts a question mark. behind its claim to legi timacy. I t must' 
~emonstrate, even at considerable risks. its ability to govern suc· 
cessfully in order to be able to govern at all. 

THE M £ANtNC oF CzEcHOSLOVAKIA 

When the military forces of the Soviet Union and of four other 
members or the Warsaw Pact occupied CLechoslovakia. in ~U· 
gust 1968, the weakne~s or the. Soviet U nion _as the fountatn· 
head of international Cornmun1sm and both 1ts weakness and 
strength as the predominant military _rower in Eastern Eu· 
rope were clearly revealed . All Communtst governmen.ts of E.ast· 
ern Europe are in a dual sense beholden to the Sovtet. Umon. 
There would be no Communist governments anywhere m East· 
em Europe if the Soviet Union had not established them in the 
immediate aftermath of the Second World ·war and sustained 
them military, economically, and politica lly ever since. Secondly, 
whatever legitimacy these governments possess is derived. from 
that of the Soviet government. These governmen ts govern tn the 
name of the same philosophic and political principles which are 
most eminently represen ted by the Soviet U nion. 

Czechoslovakia defaulted this dual indebted ness to the Soviet 
Union in 1968 by auempting to liberalize its domestic regime to 
a degree unprecedented in the Communist world. Th~t libe~li
zation, had it been consummated, could have brought m to bemg 
a pluralistic society, challenging the Communist monopoly of 
political power. That cha llenge wou ld have been tantamount to 
a challenge to the polit ical, economic, and military orien tat ion ~£ 
Czechoslovakia toward the Soviet Union. Thus Czechoslovakra 
might have been able to do through a grad ual process of domes. 
tic li beralization what Hunga ry did for a fl eeting moment in 
1956 through a single revolutionary act: to drop out o£ the Soviet 
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United States, ushered in a new and formidable crisis of the 
American purpose abroad. 

The crisis proceeded in three distinct stages. The first was a 
petiod of adaptation, of restoration, of creation, culminating in 
the "fifteen weeks" of the spring of 1947 during which a whole 
new system of American foreign policy was devised from a radi
cally new conception of the American purpose abroad. The first 
stage came to an end with the conclusion of the armi tice in the 
Korean War in 195g_ The second stage differed sharply (rom the 
first one. R ather than being a crisis of restoration and of achieve
ment, as in the first stage, it was a crisis of perplexity, o£ seeming 
inability to con tinue the process of adaptation, restoration, and 
creuion, so auspiciously begun. The novel problems o£ tl1e im
mediate postwar world were at first successfully met in one great 
crea tive effort, and now the nation seuled down to meeting the 
novel problems of the 1950s with the remedies of yesterday, many 
of which had outlived their usefulness, and transformed yester
day's creative effort into today's routines. 

This period seemed to come to an end in 1961 when the Ken
ned y Administration embarked upon an inteiJectual effon at 
laying tlle groundwork for a new foreign policy appropriate to 
new political conditions. But while these efforts were translated 
into eloquen t political rhetoric, they hardly influenced the actual 
conduct of American foreign policy. After this brief and inconse
quemial interlude, t11e routines of tlle 1950s were continued with 
renewed vigor. They were now put at the service of a revived 
globalistic conception of America's role in the world: to bring 
the blessings of the Great Society to the developing third of the 
world. The conception is Wilsonian in content, but it is under
pinned by a new conception of American power. It is this mar
riage between Wilsonian globalism and the belief in the para
mountcy of American power that characterizes the third postwar 
period o£ American foreign policy. While that marriage was con
summated under the J ohnson Administration, the psychological 
longings and political forces tllat gave it life continue to exert a 
powerful influence upon America's conception of its relations to 
the developing world . 
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The Great Society and the American Mission Abroad 

The projection of the Great Society onto the intematio.nal scenel 
· clearly in line of succe~sion to Wilson's and Roosevelt s concep-
15 . • • I d 
· n of America's mission abroad. It is masstonary m t 1eory an · 

uo I d · I crusading in practice. The theory was formu ate an genera 
terms in Ambassador Arthur Goldberg's speech to the U.N. Gen
eral Assembly on September 23, 1965: 

In my own country we are embarked unde~ the lea~ers~!P of 
President Lyndon B. J ohnson in a search for a Great Sooety. 

This vision of a just democratic order is based on consent of the 
governed and due process of law, on individual ~i~ily, on e'?" 
nomic diversity and on the just satisfaction of polnacal, economac 
and social aspirations. . . 

we in t11e United States reject reactionary phalosophaes of all 
extremes. We seek to build instead on what we r~gard the most 
enlightened and progressive philosophy in human hasto~, th?t. the 
aim of government is the maximum self-fulfillment of ats ouzens 
and that the good life should be within the reach of_ all: rather _than 
a monopoly of the few. Both domestically and an anternauonal 
affairs there can be no island or poverty in seas of affluence. 

We espouse equality not onJy as a principle. We seek equal 
opportunity for all as an accompli~hed reality. A~d we are re
solved to enrich the life of our sooety by developang hurn:1n, as 
w.cll as natural, resources. And we are determined not merely to 
increase material production but to assure such equality to guaran
tee genuine social and economic justice,. to elim~nate poverty. and 
also to realize qualitative improvements an the hfe of our ouz_ens 
- in more attractive and functional cities, in a more beauuful 
countryside and through learning and the arts. 

And this is not the program of any one gr-ou~ _or ~ne class_ or 
one political party in our country. Nor is the vuaon •t. proclaams 
exclusively American. It is a vision common to all mankand. It fell 
to my lot for twenty-five years to represent the great labor movement 
of our country. And one or the gr-eat labor leaders with whom I was 
long assodated, Philip Murray, when I ~sked, w~at. was the aim of 
the labor movement, to which he dedacated has lafe, paused and 
thought and said the aim of the labor movement is a society in 
which each man shall have a rug on the floor, a picture on the 
wall, and music in the home. And I think that is a good goal for 
all of manltind. 
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10 control population growth, by increasing our research-and we 
will earmark funds to help their efforu. 

In the next year, from our foreign aid sources, we propose to 
dedicate one billion dollars to these efforts, and we call on all who 
have the means to join us in this work in the world. 

The philosophic roots o£ this program for the global Great 
Society were d iscussed in a report by Time magazine of Septem
ber 3, 1965, concerning the infl uence of Barbara Ward's The 
Rich Nations and the Pocrr Nations 0 upon the President's think
ing. Time referred to this book. as "the LBJ select ion of the 
cenwry" and "Baedecker to the great Global Society." It quoted 
the President as having sa id: " I read it like I do the Bible," and 
that the book "excites and inspires me." Mi~s Ward was quoted 
as returning the compliment by saying: "His profound and com· 
passionate understand ing of the roots of poverty gives a unique 
dimension to the leadership he offers the world." Time character
ized the book as "messianic materialism" and found its influence 
in the President's speeches. 

Reading Miss Ward's book with one's expectations thus 
aroused, one is bound to be disappointed. None o( the great 
moral and intellectual issues, to which the relations between the 
rich and poor nations give rise, is explicitly posed and valid ly 
discussed. The moral and intellectual foundation of the book's 
thesis-that the rich nations must help the poor nations to over· 
come their poverty-is taken for gra nted. Thus the very concep· 
tion of the relations between rich and poor nations as being 
nothing more than a quantitative extension of the relations be· 
tween rich and poor individuals within the same society is pos
ited as self-evident. So is the moral conclusion that the rich na
tions are obligated to help the poor nations. So is the practical 
expectation that the quantitative extension of foreign aid is ac
tually capable of eliminating poverty on a world scale. There is 
no awareness of the cultural conditions from which stems the 
persistent poverty of many new nations, nor is there any aware
ness of the political issues to be senled before foreign aid c<ln 
become effective in countries whose governments have a political 

• New York: W. W. Norton, 1962. 
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originally intended to give him only 100,000, but the amoum was 
increased after it had become known that he had received from 
Prussia a snuffbox worth 66,000 francs as well as 100,000 francs in 
cash. The Prussian Ambassador in Paris summed up well the 
main rule of this game when he reported to his government in 
1802: "Experience has taught everybody who is here on diplo
matic business that one ought never to give anything before the 
deal is defin itely closed, but it has only proved that the allure
ment of gain will often work wonders." 

Much of what goes by the name of foreign aid today is in the 
nature of bribes. The transfer of money and services from one 
government to another performs here the function of a price paid 
for political services rendered or to be rendered by the recipient. 
These bribes differ from the traditional examples given above in 
two respects: They are justified primarily in terms of foreign aid 
for. economic development, and money and services are trans
ferred through elaborate machinery fashioned for genuine eco
nomic aid. In consequence, these bribes are a less effective means 
for the purpose of purchasing political favors than were the tra
ditional ones. 

! 

The .c~mpulsion. to substitute for the traditional business-. like 
transm1ss1on of bnbes the pretense and elaborate machinery of 
foreign aid for economic development results from a climate of 
opinion which accepts as universally valid the proposition that 
the highly developed industrial nations have an obligation to 
transfer money and services to underdeveloped nations to foster 
economic development. Thus, aside from humanitarian and 
military foreign aid, the only kind of transfer of money and 
services that seems to be legitimate is the one made for the pur
pose of economic development. Economic development has be
come an ideology by which the transfer of money and services 
from one government to another is rationalized and justified. 

However, the present climate of opinion assumes not only that 
affluent industrial nations have an obligation to extend foreign 
aid for economic development to nations o£ the third world. It 
also assumes as a universally valid proposition that economic 
development can actually be promoted through such transfer of 
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money and services. Thus economic development as an ideology 
requires machinery that makes plausible the assumption of the 
efficacy of the transfer of money and services for the purpose o£ 
economic growth. In contrast to most political ideologies, which 
operate only on the verbal level and whose effects remain within 
the realm of ideas, this ideology, in order to be plausible, re
quires an elaborate apparatus serving as an instrument for a 
policy of make-believe. The governmen t of nation A, trying to ~ 
buy political advantage from the government of Nation B for, 
say, the price of $20 million, not only must pretend, but also 
must act out in elaborate fashion the pretense, that what it is 
actually doing is giving aid for economic development to the 
government of nation B. 

The practice of giving bribes as though they were con tribu- r 
tions to economic development necessarily creates expectations, 
in the donor and the recipient, which are bound to be disap
pointed. Old-fashioned bribery is a straightforward transaction: 
Services are to be rendered at a price, and both sides know what 
to expect. Bribery disguised as foreign aid for economic devel
opment makes of donor and recipient actors in a play which in 
the end they can no longer distinguish from reality. In conse
quence, both expect results in economic development which, in 
the nature of thing-s, could not have been forthcoming. Thus 
both are bound to be d isappoin ted, the donor blaming the recip
ient for his inefficiency and the recipient accusing the donor of 
stinginess. The ideology, taken for reality, gets in the way of the 
original purpose of the transaction, and neither side believes that 
it has received what it is entitled to. 

Foreign aid for military purposes is a traditional mea.ns for 
nations to buttress their alliances. Rome used to receive tr ibute 
from its allies for the military protection it provided. The seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries were the classic period of mili
tary subsidies, by which especially Great Britain endeavored to 
increase the mili tary strength of h er continental allies. Glancing 
through the treaties of alliance of that period, one is struck by 
the meticulous precision with which obligations to furnish 
troops, equipment, logistic support, food, money, and the like 
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were defined. This traditional military aid can be understood as 
a division of labor between two allies who pool their resources, 
one supplying money, material, and tratning, the other provid
ing primarily manpower. 

In contrast to trad itiona l practice, military aid is today ex
tended not only to a llies but also to certain uncommitted na
tions. T he purpose here is not so m uch military as political, for 
political advantage is sought in exchange for mi litary a id. This 
kind of aid obligates the recipient to the donor. The latter ex
pects the fom1er to abstain from a political co~1rse that m ight 
put in jeopardy the continuation of military aid, which is thus 
rea lly in the naLUre of a bribe. 

What appears as mili tary aid may a lso be act ually in the na
ture of prestige a id, to be discussed below. The provision of jet 
fighters and other modem weapons for certain underdeveloped 
na tions can obviously perform no genuine military funct ion. I t 
increases the prestige of the recipient nation both at home and 
abroad. Being in the possession o£ some of the more spectacular 
instruments of modem warfare, a nation can a t least enjoy the 
illusion that it has become a modem mili tary power. 

As bri bery appears today in the guise of aid for economic 
development, so does a id for economic development appear in 
the gu ise of m ilitary assistance. In the session of 1967, Congress, 
for instance, appropriated $600 million fo r economic aid to stra
tegic areas, and it is like ly that in the total appropr iations for 
military aid in excess of $ 1 billion othe r items of econom ic a id 
were h idden . This mode of operaLion resu lts from the reluctance 
of Congress to vote large amounts for economic a id in contrast to 
its readiness to vote virtually an y amount requested for mili tary 
purposes. Yet the purposes of aid for economic development are 
likely to suffer when they are d isguised as m ilitary assistance, as 
we saw the purposes of bribery suffer when d isguised as a id for 
economic development. The military con text within wh ich such 
aid is bound to operate, even though its direct administration 
may be in the hands of the civilian authorities, is likely to de
flect such a id fro m its gen uine purposes. More particularly, it 
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strengthens the ever-present tendency to subordinate the requi re~ 
ments of aid for economic development to military considerations. 

Prestige a id has in common with modem bribes that its tr~e 
purpose, too, is concealed by the ostensible purp.ose of ec~nomac 
development. The unprofitable or idle steel mil l, the h1ghway 
without traffic and leading nowhere, the airline operaLing with 
foreign person nel and at a los~ but under the nag of the ~ecipient 
country- they ostensibly serve the purposes of economac devel
opment and under differen t circumstances could do so. Act ually, 
however, they perfQrm no positive economic (unction. They owe. 
their existence to the penchant, prevalent in many underdevel
oped nations, for what might be called "conspicuous industriali
zation,'' an industriali7ation that produces symbols of, and mon
uments to, industrial advancement rather than satisfying the ob
jective economic needs of the coun try. This. tendency sheds an 
illuminating light upon the naLUre of what ts genera lly referred 
to as the "revolution of rising expectations." 

We are inclined to assume that the "revolution of rising expec
tations"-that is, a people's urgen t desire to improve their lot by 
means of modern technology and industry-is a well-nigh un i
versal trend in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Actually, how
ever, it is universal only in the sense that vir tually a ll underde
veloped nations want the appearance of having achieved indus
trialization, while on ly a fraction of the population, and fre
quently only small elite groups with in it, in {act seek the social 
and economic benefits of industrialization and are willing to take 
the measures necessary to achieve them. For many of the under
developed nations the teel mill, the highway, the airline, the 
modem weapons perform a function that is not primarily eco
nomic or mi litary but psychological and political. They are 
sought as symbols and monuments of modernity and power. 
T hey perform a function similar to that which the cathedral • 
performed for the medieval city and the feuda l castle or the 
monarch's palace for the absolute state. Nehru is reported to 
have said, when he showed Chou En-la i a new dam: " It is in 
these temples that I worship." And the more underdeveloped 
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and less viable a nation is, the greater will generally be its urge to 
prove to itself and to the world through the results of prestige aid 
that it, too, has arrived. 

The advantage for the donor of prestige aid is threefold. He 
may receive specific political advantages in return for the provi. 
sion of aid, very much after the model of the advantage received 
in return for a bribe. The spectacular character of prestige aid 
establishes a patent relationship between the generosity of the 
giver and the increased prestige of the recipient; the donor's 
prestige is enhanced, as it were, by the increase of the recipient's 
prestige. Finally, prestige aid comes relatively cheap. A limited 
commitment of resources in the form of a spectacular but eco
nomically useless symbol of, or monument to, modernity may 
bring disproportionate political dividends. 

The donor'bf foreign aid must perform the task of distinguish
ing between prestige aid and aid for economic development. It is 
in the nature of prestige aid that it is justified by the prospective 
recipient in terms of genuine economic development. The pr()S.. 
pective donor, unaware of the distinction, is likely to fall into 
one of two errors. By mistaking prestige aid for aid for economic 
development, he will either waste human and material resources 
in support of the latter, while the purpose of prestige aid could 
have been achieved much more simply and cheaply. Or else he 
will reject out of hand a request for prestige aid because it can. 
not be justified in terms of economic development, and may 
thereby forego political advantages he could have gained from 
the provision of the aid requested. The classic example of this 
error is the American rejection of the Afghan request for the 
paving of the streets of Kabul as economically unsound. It may 
be noted in passing that the Soviet Union, pursuing a politically 
oriented policy of foreign aid, paved the SLreets of Kabul, even 
though that measure had no bearing upon the economic devel· 
opment of Afghanistan. 

Foreign Aid for Economic Development in Particular 

None of the types of foreign aid discussed thus far poses theoreti· 
cal questions of the first magnitude; rather they raise issues for 
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integral a part of our economic thought and action that it is hard 

for us to realize that there are h undreds of millions of people in 

the underdeveloped areas of the world who are obli\ ious to this 

mode of operation, indispensable to economic development. We 

have come to consider the productive enterprise as a continuum 

in which the individual owner or manager has a personal stake. 

Yet in many underdeveloped areas the proJuctive enterprise is 
regarded primarily as an object for financial exploitation, to be 

discarded when it has performed its function of bringing the 

temporary owner a large financial return in the shortest possible 
time. Foreign aid poured imo such a precapitalistic and even 

prerational mold is not likely to transform the mold, but rather 

it will be forced by it into channels serving the interests of a 

precapitalistic or prerational society. 
The economic interests that stand in the way of fore ign aid 

being used for economic development are typically tied in with 

the distribution of political power in underdeveloped societies. 

The ruling groups in these societies derive their political power 

in good measure from the economic status quo. The ownership 

and control of arable land, in part icu lar, is in many of the un

derdeveloped societies the foundation of politica l power. Land 

reform and industrialization are therefore an attack upon the 

political status quo. In the measure that they are successful, they 

are bound to affect drastically the distribution of economic and 

political power. Yet the beneficiaries of both the economic and 

political status quo are the typical recipien ts of foreign aid given 

for the purpose of changing the status quol Their use of foreign 

aid for this purpose requires a readiness for self-sacrifice and a { 

sense of social responsibility that few ruling groups have shown 

throughout history. Foreign aid proffered under such circum

stances is likely to fail in its purpose of economic developmen t 

and, as a bribe to the ru ling group, rather will strengthen the 

economic and political status quo. It is likely to accentuate un

solved social and political problems rather than bring them 
closer to solution . A team of efficiency experts and public ac

countants might well have improved the operations of the AI 
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Capone gang; yet, by doing so, it would have aggravated the 
social and political evils that the operations of that gang brought 
forth . 

Given this likely resistance of the ruling group to economic 
development, foreign aid requires drastic political change as a 
precondition for its success. Foreign aid must go hand in hand 
with political change. either voluntarily induced from within or 
brought about through pressure from withoul. The latter alter
native faces the donor nation with a dual dilemma. On the one 
hand, to give foreign aid for economic development without stip
ulating conditions that maximize the chances for success maxi
mizes the chances for failure. On the other hand, to give aid 
"with strings" arouses xenophobic suspicions and nationalistic 
resentments, to be exploited both by the defenders of the status 
quo and by the promoters of Communist revolution. 

Furthermore, once it has been decided to bring about political 
change in opposition to the ruling group. the alternative group 
must be identified as the instrument o£ this change. Sometimes, it 
may be a choice among different alternative groups that are 
equally unattractive. Sometimes, and not infrequently. the ab
sence of any alternative group leaves no choice. 

Finally, the promotion o£ drastic social change on the part of 
the donor nation creates the precondition for economic develop
ment, but it also conj ures up the specter of uncontrollable revo
lution. In man y of the underdeveloped nations. peace and order 
are maintained only through the ruthless use of the monopoly of 
violence by the ruling group. Determined and skill£ul foreign in
tervention may not find it hard to weaken the power of the ruling 
group or to remove it from power altogether. While it may be 
able to control events up to this point-that is, to instigate dras
tic reform and revolution- it may well be unable to control the 
course of the revolution itself. More particu larly, a democratic 
nation such as the United States is greatly handicapped in com-

\ peting with Communists in the control of the revolution. The 
revolution may start, as did the Cuban, under the democratic 
auspices of the unorganized masses dedicated to social reform 

l and supported by the United States, and may in the course of its 
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development be taken over by the highly ~rganized ~n~ ~isci- \ 
plined Communist minority, the only orgamzed and dtsctphned 
revolutionary group avai lable. 

Successful foreign aid for economic development may have 
similarly unsettling political results. Economic development, es
pecially by way of industrialization, is likely to ~isrupt the soc~al 
fabric of the underdeveloped nation. By creaung an urban m
dustrial proletariat, it loosens and destroys the social nexus of 
fami ly, village, and tribe, in which the individual had found 
himsel f secure. And it wi ll not be able, at least not right away, to 
provide a substitute for this lost social world. T~e. vacuu~ ~us 
created will be filled by social unrest and pollucal agnauon. 
Furthermore, it is not the downtrodden masses living in a static 
world of unrelieved misery who are the likely protagonists of 
revolution, but rather those groups that have begun to rise in the 
social and economic scale but not enough to satisfy their aroused 
expectations. Thus, economic development is bo~nd to di~t~rb 
not only the economic status quo but, through It, the pohucal 
status quo as well. If the change is drastic enough, the socia l and 
political effects of economic development may weJJ amount to a 
prerevolutionary or revolutionary situation. And while the 
United States may have started the revolutionary process, it will 
again be uncertain under whose auspices it will be ended. 

The United State faces a number of formidable handicaps in 
the task of controlling social and political change in the under
developed nations either as a prerequisite for, or a result of, 
foreign aid for economic developmenl. First of all, the United 
States is a Western capitalistic nation. It appears to the under
developed nations as a conservative power both domestically and 
internationally. In both its civilization and its social and eco
nomic structure, it belongs to that complex of nations which 
until recently were able to hold Africa, Latin America, and most 
of Asia in a condition of colonial or semicolonia1 dependency. It 
is tied by military alliances to some of these nations, and while it 
has generally shunned and even opposed outright colonial poli
cies, it has actively and successfully participated in the semi
colonial exploitation of backward nations. Thus the resentment 
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tions, only economically advanced nations are capable of waging 
modern war. We. did not consi~er the Soviet Union a military 

threat as long as •t was econom•cally underdeveloped; it became 
such a threat at the \Cry moment its economic de,elopment had 

transf01 med it into a modern industrial power. Similarly, Com. 

muni t China today is only a potential militat) threat by virtue 

of its economic potential, both waiting to be activated by ceo. 
nomic development. 

Foreign aid for economic development, then, has a very much 

sm~ller range ~f potential! ) succes ful operat ion than is generally 

bel•e, ed, and lls succe. depend in good measure not so much 

upon its soundness in strictly econom ic terms as upon in tellec. 

tual, moral, and political p •econditions, which arc not suscepti
ble to economic manipulation, if they are su ceptible to manipu

lation from the outside at all. Furthermore, the poli tical results 

of successful foreign aid for economic development may be either 

unpredictable or cou nterproductive in terms of the goals of the 

donor na tion. ln any event, they are in large measure uncon. 
trollable. Foreign aid proffered and accepted for plll poses of ceo. 

nomic development may turn out to be something different (rom 

what it was intended to be, ir it is not oriented toward the 
political conditions with in which it must operate. Most likely, it 

will wrn out to be a bribe or prestige aid, or else a tota l waste. 

To do too much may here be as great a risk as to do liule, and 
"masterl y inaCLivity" may sometimes be the better part of 
wisdom. 

Conclusions for Policy 

T he major conclusions for policy to be drawn from this analysis 

are three: the requjrement of identifying each concrete situation 
in the light of the six different types of foreign aid and of choos

ing the quantity and quality of foreign aid appropriate to the 

situation; the requirement of auuning, within the same situa

tion, different types of foreign aid to each other in view of the 

over-a ll goa ls of foreign policy; and the requirement of dea ling 
with foreign aid as an integra l part of political policy. 

The task of identifying specific situations in terms of the ap-
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propriate foreign aid requires concrete answers to speci fi c ques
tions. Ca n a prospective recipient cou ntry not survive without 

foreign aid? Is its go\el nment likely to exchange political advan

tages for economic favo rs? \\'ould our military in tere ts be served 
by trengthening this nation·s military forces? Does this country 

proYide the noneconomic preconditions for economic develop
ment to be supported by foreign aid? Ate our political interests 

likely to be served by giving this nntion foreign aid for purposes 

of prestige? Can a case be made for foreign aid in order to allevi
ate human suffering? What kind and quantity o£ foreign aid is 
necessary and sufficien t to achieve the desired result? 

To answer these questions correctl y demands first of all a thor-1 

ough and intimate knowledge and understanding of the total 

situation in a particu lar country. But it a lso requires political 

and economic judgment of a very high order, and in two differ
em areas. On the one hand, it is necessa ry to anticipate the 

susceptibility of the country to different kinds of foreign aid and 

their effects upon the country. On the other hand, when this task 

has been performed, it is then necessary to select from a great 

number of possible measures of foreign aid those most appropri

ate to the situation and hence most likely to succeed. 
In most situations, however, the task is not that simple. T ypi· 

cally, an underdeveloped country will present a number o( situ
ations calling for different types of foreign a id to be given simul

taneously. One type of foreign aid given without regard for the 
effects it may have upon another type ri ks getting in the way of 

the latter. One of the most conspicuous weaknesses of our past 
foreign-aid policies has been the disregard of the effect different 

types of foreign aiel have upon each other. Bribes given to the 

ruling group, for insta nce, are bound to strengthen the political 

and economic status quo. Military aid is bound to have an im
pact upon the distribution of political power within the receiv

ing country; it ca n also have a deleterious effect upon the eco. 
nomic system, for instance, by increasing inflationary pressures. 

Similarly, subsistence foreign aid is bound to strengthen the 

status quo in all its aspects. In so far as the donor nation de
sires the foregoing effects or can afford to be indifferent to 
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majority of the people. The attempt to remedy these deficiencies 

from the outside is tantamount to an auack upon the political 

status quo, to be resisted by the powers-that-be. The frustrations 

of the Alliance for Progrc!>S and of much of foreign aid in general 

can be traced to this political factor. The cu lwral and political 

receptivity of the nation being aided sets a limit to the American 

mission. 
Secondly, the achievements of America as an example to the 

world were rendered po•sible by a natural environment-a polit

ically empty, rich and fe1 tile continent isolated from the centers 

of international strife-singularly conducive to the development 

of an open society, horirontally and vertically mobile. Fu1 ther

more, the e gifts of nawre required a people endowed with the 

moral and rational qualities to take advantage of them. Few na

tions throughout history have been so favored by nature, and few 

nations have been morally and rationally equipped for the task 

nature presented to them. It has been the bcseuing weakness of 

America 's conception of its global mission from \Vilson to john

son that it has endeavored to separate the American achieve

ments £rom its uniquely American roots and to erect 1t mto a 

principle of universal applicabil ity. Wilson and his epigones • 

lifted the American purpose up to the skies, di,·orced from the 

concrete conditions of American existence. Yet, while they could 

divorce the American experiment from the American experience, 

they could not di,orcc it from the experience of the world. From 

the former they took it, to the latter they sought to apply it. And 

in this Wilson failed, as his successors are bound to fail. 

Thirdly, the very universalization of the Great Society im

pairs its plausibility as an example to the world. The plausibility 

of the American experiment and the possibility of its achieve

ment were from the beginning dependent upon the objective 

conditions of American existence which drew out certain quali

ties of the people and rewarded them with success. This unique 

concatenation of objective and subjective conditions, bringing 

forth unique results, cou ld plausibly be held up as a model for 

others to emulate only if conditions elsewhere were not totally 

different from those pre,ailing in the United States. Even in 
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condi tions not completely dissimilar A111erican principles could 
apply only as ideal guideposts, not as blueprints to be imitated to 
the letter. The failure of the auempt to demonstrate in action 
that what had proved possible in America was possible elsewhere, 
given good will and material resources, cast doubt upon the suit
ability of the American experiment to serve as a model under 
any conditions. 

This impairment of the plausibility o( the American experi
ment through its universalization is aggravated when the experi
ment itself Jacks intrinsic plausibility. This is indeed the case of 
the Great Society. Its qualitative substance remains undefined 
and its realization is dubious even within the American con text. 
How can so vague and uncertain an experiment serve as a model 
for other nations to emu late, let alone as a vehicle for a universal 
mission? 

l 
Finally, the plausibility of the Great Society for other nations 

is altogether destroyed by its involvement in wars on the soil of 
developing nations. The conception of a national experiment as 
a model for the world to emulate has the tendency to transform 
itself into a missionary endeavor to persuade and help other 
nations to emulate the example, and such a missionary enterprise 
tends to transform itself into a crusade that will force laggard 
and benighted nations for their own good to emulate the exam
ple. Thus the New Freedom issued in the Fourteen Points, giving 
meaning to the First World War; the New Deal, in the Four 
Freedoms and the United Nations, giving purpose to the Second 
'"'orld War. Thus the Great Society issues in the anti-Communist 
crusade seeking to preserve the freedom of nations, threatened by 
Communism, to choose the Great Society if they so wish, thereby 
giving meaning to the intervention in t11e Dominican Republic 
and the war in Vietnam. 

However, the contemporary crusade differs significantly from 
those that preceded it. The latter were carried forward by a 
victorious army, whose victory seemed to provide empirical proof 
for the validity of the crusading principles in whose name it was 
fought. The former must compete, and fight against, a rival con
ception of the Great Society, more relevant to the experiences 
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vention. The sweeping character of these exceptiom is indicated 
by one that gained general acceptance and was formulared by 
one of the most eminent authoritie on international law in the 
nineteen rh century, Professor William Edward Hall, in these 
terms: " If a government is too weak to prevent acwal attacks 
upon a neighbor by its Mtbjecr..~. if it foments revolution abroad, 
or if it threatens hostilities which may be averted by its over. 
throw, a menaced state may adopt such mea~ure~ a' are nece at y 
to obtain substantial guammees for its own sec-urit).'' • Accord
ing to another more recent authority, Professor PerC) H . \\' in
field, " Jn tenention b jmtifiable if its aim is to ched. or to undo 
the effects of an illega l intenention on the part of another 
sra te."!! 

I 
The pervasive contrast between the principle of noninterven

tion in the abstnr~t ~ nd other principles negating it in practice is 
nowhere more stnkmgly and a lso more na'ively revealed than in 

!
thee say j ohn Stuart Mill wrote in 1859 with the title "A Few 
\ '\fords on Non-Intervention.'' Referring of course to Grea t Brit-
ain, \\fill starts by saying: 

There is a country in Europe. equal to the greate t in extent of 
dominion, far exceeding any other in wealth, and in the power that 
wealth besrows, the declared principle of whose foreign policy is to 
let other nations alone .... It will hold its own, it will not submir 
ro encroachmem, but if other nations do not meddle wirh it. it will 
not meddle with them. Any auempt it makes to exert inOuence 
over them, even by perbuasion, is rather in the service of others, 
than of itself: to mediate in the quarrels which break out between 
foreign States, to arre t ob tinate civi l wars, to reconcile belliger
ents, to intercede for mild treatment of the vanquished, or fina lly 
to procure the abandonment of some national crime and candal 
to humanity, such as the slave-trade. . . . If the aggressions of 
barbarians force it to a successful war, and its victorious arms put 
it in a position to command liberty of trade, whate\er it demands 
for itself it demands for all mankind. The cost of war i its own; 

I William Edward Hall , A Tr~ntise on lntemntionol Low (7 th ed.; Lon
don: Oxrord Univcraily Press. 19 17). p. 295. 

2 Percy H. Winfield, "The Grounds or lmervcntion in l ntcrn:uional Law," 
fl ritis/1 Yearbook of lnternntionnl Low (London: Oxrord University Press. 
1924). p. 154. 
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the fruits it shares in fraternal equality with the whole human 
race. 

This argument, which is obviously in support not so much of 
noninterven tion as of selfless in tervention, is virtually invali
dated by two sweeping qualifications. On the one hand, Mill 
sti pula tes the right to intervene "when England's safety is threat
ened, or any of her interests hostilely or unfairly endangered." 
On the other hand, sea rching for "some rule or criterion whereby 
the justifiableness of intcnening in the affairs of other countries, 
and (what is sometimes full y as questionable) the justifiablen:ss 
of refraining from intervention, may be brought to a defintte 
test," 1\fill argues that " there is a great difference (for example) 
between the case in which the nations concerned are of the same, 
or something like the same, degree of civi lization, and that in 
which one of the parties to the situation is of a high, and the 
other of a very low grade of social improvement. To suppose that 
the same international customs, and the same rules of intema
Lional morality, can obtain between one civili .ced nation and 
another, and between civili.ced nations and barbarians, is a grave 
error." This is so for two reasons. "In the first place, the rules of 
ordinary internat ional morality imply reciprocity. But barbar
ians will not reciprocate .... In the next place, nation which are 
still barbarous have not got beyond the period during which it is 
likely to be for their benefit that they shou ld be conquered and 
held in subjection by foreigners . .. . The sacred duties which 
civilized nations owe to the independence and nationality of 
each other, are not binding toward those to whom nationality 
and independence are either a cenai n evi l, or at best a question
able good.'' Hence inten•ention is here justified, and Mill points 
to the Roman Empire, the French in Algeria, and the British in 
India in support of his case. 

Thirdly, Mill considers the case of a "protracted civil war, in l 
which the contending panics are so equally balanced that there 
is no probability of a speedy issue; or if t_here is, the victor~o.us 
side cannot hope to keep down the vanqUished but by sevenues 
repugnant to humanity and injurious to the permanent wel£are 
of the country. In this exceptional case it seems now to be an 
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admiued doctr ine, that the neighboring na tions, or one powerful 
neighbor with the acquiescence of the re t, are warranted in 
demand ing that the contest hall cease, and a reconciliation take 
plnce on equi table terms of compromise." 

Finally, Mill con~iders the case of a people fighti ng for its 
freedom agaimt an oppre si\e go\·emment. He finds interven tion 
here j ustified on two grounds. On the one hand, if England, "on 
account of its freedom ... should find itself menaced with attack 
by a coalition of Continental despots, it ought to con~ider the 
popular party in every nation of the Continent as its natura l 
<~ ll y: the Liberals should be to it what the Protestants of Europe 
were to the Government of Queen EJi,abeth." On the other 
hand, intervention i\ justified on behalf of "a people struggli ng 
against a foreign yoke or aga inst a native tyranny upheld by 
foreign arms .... The doctrine of non-intervention, to be a 
legitimate principle of morality, must be accepted by all govern
ments. The dc!>pots must consent to be bound by it as well a~ the 
free State~. Unless they do, the profession of it by free countries 
comes but to this miserable issue, that the wrong l>ide may help 
the wrong, but the right must not help the right. Intervention to 
enforce non-intervention is always rightful, always moral, if not 
always prudent." 

Ha\ ing taned by praising England for its policy of nonin ter
vention, l\J ill ends b) im ploring England to embark upon a pol
icy of intenention on behalf of freedom: 

The first nation which, being powerful enough to make its \Oice 
effectua l, has the spirit and courage to say that not a gun shall be 
fired in Europe by the soldiers of one Power aga ins t the revolted 
subjects of another, wiU be the idol of the friends of freedom 
throughout Europe. That declaration alone will ensure the almost 
immediate emancipation of every people which desires liberty 
sufficiently to be capable of maintaining it: and the nation which 
ghes the word will soon find itself a t the head of an alliance of 
free peoples, so strong as to defy the efforts of any number of 
confederated despots to bring it down. The prize is too glorious not 
to be snatched sooner or later by some free country; and the time 
may not be distant when England, if she docs not take this heroic 
pan because of ilS heroism, will be compelled to take it from 
consideration for her own safety:· 
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1 have dwelt upon J ohn Swart Mil l"s arguments at some 
length because they appear to show conclusively the impos ibility • 
of developing a coherent doctrine of nonintervention. H one of 
the noblest and most brilliant minds of modem times, in the 
attempt to square his country's foreign policie with certain ab
stract principles, can entangle himself unknowingly in such bla
tant contradictions, it stands to reason that there must be some
thing incurably wrong with the attempt itself. For a cen tury and 
a half, statesmen, lawyers, and political writers have tried in vain 
to formulate objeClive criteria by which to distinguish between 
legitimate and illegitimate intervention. They have only suc
ceeded in clothing- the imerests and policies of their re pective 
nations with the appearance of legitimacy. For from the time of 
the ancient Creeks to this day, some states have found it advan
tageous to intervene in the affairs of other states on behalf of 
their own interests. And other states, in view of their interests, 
have opposed such in terventions and have intervened on behalf of 
theirs. Yet it was only concomita nt with the r i~ of the modern 
nation-state that an explicit doctr inc of nonintervention was de
veloped. Its purpose was to protect the new nation-states from 
interference by the tradi tional monarchies of Europe. After the 
Napoleon ic Wars, these monarchies established the Hol y AUi
ance, whose purpose it was to protect the consen •ative status quo 
against the rising national and liberal mo\ emen ts. The main 
instrument of the Holy Alliance, openly proclaimed in the treaty 
establishing it, was intervention. Thus, to give only two exam
ples among many, Russia tried to im enene in Spa in in 1820, and 
actually imen·ened in Hungary in 1848, in order to oppose lib
eral revolutions. Great Britain opposed these inten •entions be
cause it was opposed to the expansion of Russian power. Yet it 
intervened on behalf of nationalism in Greece and on behalf of 
the consen•ative sta tus quo in Portuga l because its interests 
seemed to require it. 

CONTEMPORARY P RACTICE 

What we have wimessed since the end of the Second World War 
appears, then, as a mere continuation of a trad ition that was well 
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established in the nineteenth century. There appears to be n oth
ing new either in the contemporary confusion of doctrine or in 
the pragmatic use of intervention on behalf of the interests of 
individual nations. What Great Britain and Russia were doing 
in the nineteen th century, the United States and the Soviet 
Union seem to be doing today. Thus, to cite again two spectacu
lar examples among many, the Soviet Union intervened in Hun
gary in 1956 as Russia had done in 1848, and the United States 
intervened in Cuba at the beginning of the 1960s as it had done 
in the first decades of the century. Yet there are fundamen tal 
differen ces between the interventions of the past and those of 
the present. Five such differences exert an important influence 
upon the techniques of contemporary intervention as well as 
upon the peace and order of the world. 

First, the process of decolonization, which started after the 
Second \Vorld War and is now almost completed, has more than 
doubled the number of sovereign nations. Many, if not most of 
these new nations are not viable political, military, and economic 

I 
entities; they are lacking in some, i( not all of the prerequisites of 
nationhood. Their governments need regular outside support. 
Thus France subsid izes its former colonies in Africa; a ll the 
major industrial nations extend economic and financial aid to 
the new ones, and the United States, the Soviet Union, and 
China do so on a competiti ve basis. 

What makes this aid a lever for intervention is the fact that in 
most cases it is not just an advantage the new nations can afford 
to take or leave, but a condition for their survi val. The Ind ian 
economy, for example, would collapse without outside support 
and in consequence the Indi an state itself would probably d is
integrate. Large masses of Egyptians would starve without the 
outside supply of food. What is true of these two ancient and 
relatively well-developed nations is of course true of most of the 
new nations, which are nations within their present boundaries 
on ly by virtue o£ the acciden ts of colonial policy: The supplier of 
foreign aid holds the power of life and death over them. I£ a 
foreign nation supplies aid, it intervenes; if it does not supply 
aid, it also intervenes. In the measure that the government must 
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depend on foreign aid for its own and its nation's survival, 1t IS 

inevitably exposed to political pressures from the supplying gov
ernment. Many of the recipient governments have been able to 
minimize or even neutralize these poli tical pressures by keeping 
open alternative sources of foreign aid and by playing one sup-l 
plying ~overnm.ent a_gainst the other._ Some nations ha,·e devel
oped thts techn ique w to a fine and highly successful art. 

Second, our age resembles the period of history after the 
'apoleonic ·wars, when the theory of nonintervention and the 

practice of intervention flourished, in that it is a revolutionary 
age. Many nations, new and old, are threatened by revolution or 
are at one time or other in the throes of iL A successful revolu
tion frequently portends a new orientation in the country's for
eign policy, as it did in the Congo, Cuba, and Indonesia. Thus 
the great powers, expecting gains or fearing disadvantages from 
the revolution, are tempted to intervene on the side of the fac
tion favoring them. The temptation is particularly acute when 
the revolution is committed to a Communist or anti-Communist 
position. Thus the United States and the Soviet U nion often 
oppose each other surreptitiously through the intermediary of 
governments and political movements. It is at this point that the 
third new factor comes in to play. 

Of all the revolutionary changes that have occurred in world\ 
politics since the end of the Second vVorld \Var, none has exerted 
a greater influence upon the conduct of foreign policy than the 
recognition on the part of the two superpowers, armed with a 
large arsenal of nuclear weapons, that a direct confrontation 
between them would entail unacceptable risks, for it could lead 
to their mutual destruction. Thus they have decided that they 
must avoid such a confrontation. This is the real political and 
military meaning of the slogan "peaceful coexistence." 

Instead of confronting each other openly and directly, the 
United States and the Soviet Union have chosen to oppose and/ 
compete with each other through third parties. The internal 
weakness of most new and emerging nations, requiring fore ign 
support, and the revolutionary situation in many of them give 
them the oppor tunity of doing so. Thus, aside from competing for 
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influence upon a particular government in the traditional ways, 
the United States and the oviet Union have interjected their 
power into the dome Lie connicts of weak nations, supporting the 
government or the opposition as the case may be. While one 
might think that on ideological grounds the United States, a 
\talus-quo power, would always intervene on the ~ide of the gov
ernment and the oviet Union, a revolutionary power, on the 
side of the opposition, it is characteristic for the imerplay be
tween ideology and power politics (to which we turn in a mo
ment) that this has not alwa)S been so. Thus the O\iet Un ion 
intervened in Hungary in 1956 on the side of the government, 
and the United States has been intervening in Cuba on the side 
of the opposition. The oviet slogan of suppon for "wars of 
national liberation" ill in truth an ideological justification of 
Soviet support for that side in a civil conflict in which the Soviet 
Union happens to have_;m interest. In the Congo, the United 
States and the Soviet Union have switched their support from 
the government to the opposition and back again accordi ng to 
the fortunes of a succession of civil wars. 

\\'hile contemporary interventions, serving national power in
terests, have sometimes been masked by the ideologies of Com· 
munism and anti·Communism, these ideologies have been an 
independent motivating force . This is the fourth factor we must 
consider. The United States and the Soviet Union face each 
other not on ly as two great powers competing for the advan
tage in the traditional ways. They face each other also as the 
fountainheads of two hostile and incompatible ideologic , sys
tems of government, and wa)S of life, tqing to expand the reach 
of their respective political va lues and institutions and to pre· 
'ent the expansion of the other's. T hus the Cold War has been a 
connict not on ly between two world powers but also hetween two 
secular religions. And like the religious wars of the seventeenth 
century, trhe war between Communism and democracy docs not 
respect nationa l boundaries. It finds enemies and allies in all 
countries, opposing the one and supporting the other regardless 
of the niceties of international Jaw. Here is the dynam ic force 
that has led the two superpowers to intervene all over the globe, 
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struggle (or the world. This softening of the Soviet ideological 
position has become one of the points of contention in the ideo
logical dilopute between the Soviet Union and China. In a state
ment of June 14, 1963, the Chinese Communist Party declared 
that "the whole cause of the international proletarian revolution 
hinges on the outcome of revolutionary struggles" in the "vast 
areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin America" that are today the 
"storm centers of world revolution dealing direct blows at impe
riali ~m." Conforming to this doctrine, China has almost indis
criminately intervened throughout the world on beha lf of sub
versive movements, very much in the manner in which the 
Bolshevist govemment under Lenin and Trotsky tried to pro
mote world revolution. In their reply of July 14th of the same 
year, the Soviet leaders opposed the "'new theory' according to 
which the decisive force in the struggle against imperialism ... 
is not the world system of socialism, not the struggle of the 
international working class, but . . . the national liberation 
movement." The Soviet Union's recent practice of restra int in 
fomenting and supporting revolution has matched this theoreti
cal position. This ideological "revisionism" has of course not 
prevented the Soviet Union from intervening-as in Egypt, So
malia, and Czechoslovakia-when its national interest appeared 
to require intervention. 

One factor that cannot have failed to influence the Soviet 
Union in ton ing clown its ideological commitment to interven
tion has been the relative failure of ideological intervention. The 
United States, China, and Cuba have joined the Soviet Union in 
the experience of that failure. The uncommitted nations have 
been eager to reap the benefits of intervention, but have also 
been very anxious not to be tied with ideological strin~s to the 
intervening n:uion. After making great efforts, expending con
siderable resources, and run ning serious risks, the participants 
in this world-wide ideological competition are still approx- \ 
imately at the point from which they started: Measured against 
their ambitions and expectations, the uncommitted third of the 
world is still by and large an ideological no man's land. 

Th is experience o£ fai lure is particularly painful, and ought to 
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be particularly instructive, for the United States. For since the 
end of the Second \\'orld \\'ar we have inten ened in the po
litical, milital"), and economic affairs of other countrie~ :n a 
cost far in excess of I 00 billion, and we have for some time 
been involved in a costly, risky war in order to build a nation 
in Somh VieLnam. Only the enemies of the United States will 
question the generosity of these efforts, which have no parallel 
in history. But have these efforts been wise? H a\e the commit· 
ments made and risks taken been commensurate with the re
sults to be expected and actua lly achieved? The answer must 
be in the negative. Our economic aid has been successful in 
supporting economies that were already in the process of devel
opment; it has been by and large unsuccessful in crea ting eco
nomic development where none existed before because the moral 
and national preconditions for such development were lacking. 
Learning from this failure, we have established the principle of 
giving aid only to the few nations who can use it rather than to 
the many who need it. While this principle of selectivity is sound 
in theory, its consistent practical application has been thwaned 
by the harsh political and military realities that sometime make 
it necessary to give aid when it is not economically justified, as 
well as by political and military considerations derived from the 
ideological concern discussed above. 

~
This principle of selectivity must be extended to the political 

nd military sphere as weU. \'Ve have come to o,·errate enor
ously what a nation can do for another nation by inten ening 

n its affairs even with the Iauer's consent. This O\'erestimation of 
ur power to intervene i only a counterfoil to our ideological 

commitment, which by its very nature has no limit. Committed 
to intervening against Communist aggression and subversion 
anywhere, we have come to assume that we ha,·e the power to do 
so successfully. But in truth, both the need for inten•ention and 
the chances for successfu l intervention are much more limited 
than we have been led to believe. l m ervene we must where our 
national interest requires it and where our power gives us a 
chance to succeed. The choice of these occasions will be deter
mined not by sweeping ideological commitments or by blind 
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reliance upon American power, but by a careful calculation of 
the interests in volved and the power available. If the United 
States applies this standard, it will intervene less and succeed 
more. 

THE INTERVENTI ON IN VIETNAM 

The policies the United States is pursuing in Vietnam are open 
to criticism on three grounds: They do not serve the interests of 
the United States, they even run counter to these interests, and 
the objectives we have set ourselves are not auainable, if they are 
attainable at all, without unreasonable moral liabilities and/ 
military risks. 

In order to understand the rationale underlying our involve
ment in Southeast Asia, one must again revert to the year 1947, 
when the postwar policies of the United States in the form of the 
policy o£ containment, the Truman Doctrine, and the Marshall 
Plan were formulated and put imo practice. These policies pur· 
sued one single aim by different means: the containment of Com· 
munism. That aim derived from two assumptions: the unlimited 
expansionism of the Soviet Union as a revolutionary power and 
the monolithic direction and control the Soviet Union exerted 
over the world Communist movement. These assumptions, in 
tum, were based upon the empirical evidence of the policies 
pursued by the Soviet Union during the last phase and the im· 
]Tlediate aftermath of the Second World War. The R ed Army had 
advanced to a distance of a hundred miles east of the Rhine, and 
behind that line of military demarcation the Soviet Union had 
reduced the nations of Eastern Europe to the staLUs of satelli tes. 
Nothing by way of material power stood in the path of the Red 
Army if it was intent upon taking over the nations of \Vestem 
Europe, all of which had been drastically weakened by the war 
and in some of which, such as France and Italy, la rge Communist 
parties were ready to make common cause with the "liberators" 
from the East. 

It was against this essentially traditional military threat that 
the policy of containment was devised. Thus it partook of the 
rationale that, since the beginning of the Republic, has formed 
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the policies of the United States with regard to Europe: the 
maintenance or, if need be, the restoration of the balance of 
power. It was for this reason that we intervened in two world 

I 
wars on the seemingly weaker side, and it was for the same reason 
that we embarked upon the policy of containing the Soviet 
Union. The Truman Doctrine, itself originally applied to a spe
cific, geographically limited emergency conceming Greece and 

I 
Turkey. erected this traditio_nal_ and geogr~phically li~ite~l com
mitment into a general prmcaple of unaversal applacataon by 
stipulating that the United States would come to the assistance of 
any nation threatened by Communist aggression or sub,ersion. 

The Marshall P lan served the purpose of the policy of contain
ment in tha t it tried to make the nations of \ '\Testem Europe 
immune from Communist subversion and strong enough collec
tively to withsta nd Soviet aggression by restoring them to eco
nomic health. The specLacular success of the Marshall Plan had 
intellectual and poli tica l consequences similar to those of the 
policy of containmen t. T he rationale underlying the Marshall 
Plan also was tran formed into a general pri nciple of merican 
statecraft to be applied anywhere in the form of foreign aid. 

It is against this background that one mu t consider the in
volvement of the United States in Southeast Asia. for the modes 
of thought and action growing from the specific European expe
riences of the postwar period still dominate today the foreign 
policies of the United States, paradoxically enough not so much 
in Europe as elsewhere throughout the world. The Admin istra
tion has consistently justified its Asian policies by analogy with 
our European experiences. \ :Ve think of Asia in the late 1960s as 
we thought of Europe in 1947, and the successes of our European 
policies have become the cur e of the policies we have been pur
suing in Asia. For the problems we are faci ng in ia are utterly 
different from those we uccessfully dealt with in Europe two 
decades ago, and the politica l world we were facing in Europe 
two decades ago has been radically transformed. 

The active involvement of the United States in Southeast Asia 
is a response to the Korean War. That war was interpreted by 
our government as the opening shot in a military campaign 
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Cor world conquest under the auspices of the Soviet Union. In 
view of this interpretation, it was consistent for the United States 
w defend South Korea again t the North Korean Communists, as 
it would have defended Western Europe had the R ed Anny 
stepped over the line of demarcation of 1945. Similarly, it was 
consistent for the United Sta tes to support with massive financia l 
and material aid the French military effort to defeat the Vietna
mese Communists. When in 1954 france was threatened with 
defeat, it was also conshtent for Secretary of Sta te Dulles and 
Admiral Radford, then Chairman of the joint Chiefs of Staff, to 
recommend to President Eisen hower intervention with American 
airpower on the side of France. Finally, after the partition of 
1954, it was a logical application of this policy of com aining 
Communism in Asia to establish and support an anti-Communist 
regime in South Vietnam. When the disintegration of this regime l 
became acute, roughly from 1960 onward, we continued the pol
icy of containment as though the nature o{ world Communism 
had not changed since 1950 and as though the political disinte
gration of South Vietnam posed for us an issue similar to the 

orth Korean invasion of outh Korea. It was at thi!> point that 
our policy went astray. 

While it was plausible, even though it has proven to be his
torically incorrect, to attribute the outbreak of the Korean \\Tar 
to a world-wide Communist conspiracy, there is no historic evi
dence whatsoever to interpret what has happened in Vietnam 
since 1960 in that manner. The period of history since Khrush
chev's denunciation of Stalin in 1956 has been characterized by 
the disintegration of the Communist bloc into its national com
ponents, pursuing to a greater or lesser degree their own particu
lar national policies within a common framework of Communist 
ideology and institutions. The influence that the So,iet Union 
and China still are able to exert over Communist governments 
and movements is not the automatic result of their common 
Communist character, but of the convergence of national inter
ests and of particular power relations. This has always been true 
of the Vietnamese Communists. Man y of them were nat ionalists 
before they became Communists, and it was partly in re ponse to 
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the indifference or ho tility of the \ Vest that they embraced Com. 

munism as the only alternative. Even under the most unfa vora. 

ble conditions of war with the United States, the go,cmment of 

North Vietnam has been able to retain a considerable measure of 

~ndependence v~s-a-vis both the Sovietynion and China by play. 

.mg one off agamst the other. The Vaetnamcse Communists are 

l
not mere agen ts of either the ovict Union or China. Both the 

sources of their strength and their aims are indigenous and must 

be judged on their own merits. 

Thi being the case, our professed war aim to "Stop Commu. 

nism·· in South Vietnam rcwals itself as an empty slogan. It must 

be made concrete by rai'>ing such questions as what kind of Com. 

munism it is that we arc trying to stop in South Vietnam and 

what bearing that Communism has upon the interest of the 

United States in containing the Soviet Union and Ch ina. The 

answer to these questions reveal the unsoundness of our policy. 

Communism in outh Vietnam is irrelevant to the con tainment 

of Soviet or Chinese Communi~m since Vietnamese Commu nism 

is not controlled by either of them. Our right against the South 

Vietnamese Communists is relevant only to our relations with 

South Vietnam, which, even if it were go,erned by Communists, 

is unlikely to affect the ba lance of power in Asia. 

Not only does the containment of Vietnamese Communism not 

further the interests of the United States; but, paradoxica l as it 

m::~y sound, it i ~ even detrimental to them. \Ve have a legitimate 

inteaest in the containmen t of Chi n::~, and our involvement in 

Vietnam is frequently justified by this interest. But Vietnamese 

nationalism has been for a millennium a barrier to the expan

sion of Chinese power into Southeast Asia. There is no patriotic 

Vietnamese, North or South, Communist or non-Communist, 

Buddhi t or Catholic, who docs not regard China as the heredi

tary enemy of Vietnam. Yet, in the measure that we have weak

ened Vietnam as a national entity through the destruction of its 

human and material re ourccs, we have created a political mili

tary, and socia l vacuum into which either we must move or the 

Soviet Union or China wi ll move. 

The instruments we ha\e been u ing to achieve our aim in 

.. 

To b1teruene or Not To Intervene 

Vietnam are three: "counterinsurgency" and "nation-building" 

in the Sou th and the bombing of the North. These instruments 

have failed, as they were bound to fa il. 

It can be held as an axiom, derived from the experience of 

man y such situations, that a guerri lla war supported or a t least 

not actively opposed by the indigenous population cannot be 

won, short of the physica l destruction of that population. In the 

nature of things, the guerrilla is indistinguishable from the rest 

of the popula tion, and in truth the very distinction is tenuous in 

a siLUation where the guearilla is an organic clement of the social 

and political structure. Jn such a situation, everyone is in a sense 

a potemial guen ilia. The whole population is composed of full

time guerrillas, part-time guerrillas, auxiliaries who feed, clothe, 

and hide the combatants, make arms, build hide-outs, and carry 

ammunition, and only a minority is permanently passive or sur

reptitiously hostile. What we have been facing in South Vietnam I 
is a primitive nation-in-arms, the war of a total population which 

can be won only by incapacitating the tota l population. 

It is for this reason that "pacification," repeated time and 

again for almost a decade under different names and auspices, 

has been a consi~tent failure. For it is based upon the misconcep

tion that the guerriJlas are an alien element within the indige

nous population, as we thought the Nazis were among the German 

people, who therefore cou ld be separated from the popula

tion by an appropriate techn ique. l\fany a Vietnamese vi1lage is 

pacified only when all the men capable of bearing arms are either 

dead or driven away and prevented from returning. The last 

condition is impossible to achic,e. Thus many villages have been 

"pacified" time and again, only to fall back under guerrilla con

trol when the military occupation was relaxed. 

W~at makes "counterinsurgency" so futile an undertaking is 

the drffcre~ce between the ~otivation of the guerrillas and that of \ 

the profcssrona l ar·my fightrng them. No professional army could 

have withstood the punishment inflicted upon the South Vict

namc•c guerrillas since the beginning of 1965. Jt is for this reason 

that our milit::~ry leaders have assured us time and ag-ain that the 

Viet Cong were at the verge of collapse, as they would have been 
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if they were professional soldiers. But they are, like the Spanish 
and Tyrolean guerrillas fighting the armies of Napoleon, fan:u i
cal protagoni ts of an ideal-social revolution or national sut 
vhal or both-and they would rather die than admit defeat. 
Again~t them fights a professional army that does its dut} effi
cient!) and comageously and uses "coumerinsurgency" as a 
mechanical contrivance, a particular kind of miJitary tactic with 
which to fight an •·unorthodox" war. H owever, guerrilla wa1 is 
not just "unorthodox" in the tedtnical, tact ica l senM:, but di ffer
ent in qun lity from traditional war, and hence it cannot be "won" 
in the traditional sense. 

Our goven1mem has recogn ized implicitly the truth of tha t 
analy~is when it has mai u tained that we were fighting two wats 
in South Vietnam, a mi litary and a poJitica l one-and that vic
tory in the latter would be decisive. I n order to win the political 
war, we have embarked upon a massive program for the political, 
social, and f'conomic reconstruction of South View am. The p ur
pose of the progtam is to establ ish the government of South 
Vietnam a~ a new focus that will attract the loyallies of the 
large mass of South Vietnamese who are indifferent to e ither 
side, a'l well as the d isenchan ted supporters o£ the Viet Cong. 
T his program is up against three obstacles which, in the aggre
gate, appear to be insurmountable. 

First, the govern men t of South Vietnam is a military go\ ern
ment and has remained so in spite of the democrat ic gloss wh ich 
carefully circumscribed and managed e lections have tried to p ut 
on it. T he foundation of the government's power is the army. in 
terms of both the administrative structure and what there is of 
loyal support. Yet the army is regarded by large ma~ses of the 
population not a~ the expression of the popular will but as the ir 
enemy; Cor the a rmy oppresses the peasants and, more particu-

l
larly, there is reportedly no officer in the South Vietnamese army 
above the rank of lieutenant colonel who d id not take the side o£ 
the French against h is own people. 

Second, this impression of an a rmy fighting against its own 
people is rein forced by the massive presence of foreign anned 
forces wi thout whose suppo• t neither the a rmy nor the govern-
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ment based on it could survive. Regardles~ of our professed and 
actual intentions, our militaty ptcsence. with its destruct ive eco
nomic, social, and moral result~ fot outh Vietnam, appears to an 
ever increasing number of South Vietnamese as an e\'il to be 
removed at any price. Thus our mas ive 'isible support for the 
go,ernment of South Vietnam, largely because it is indispensa
ble, discredits that go,ernment in the eyes of the people of South 
Vietnam. 

Finally, the radical change in pol iticalloya ltie~ \\e are striving 
for requires radical social, economic, and political ref01ms, espe
cially with regard to the disu ibution of land . The achievement 
of ~uch reforms has indeed earned the Viet Cong the allegiance 
of large masses of peasants. \ '\That the government of South Viet
nam represents, both in it~ composition and policies, is the inter
ests of a small group of absentee land owners and members of the 
urban upper middle class who would lose tht:ir economic, social, 
and politica l privileges were that government really trying to 
counter the social revolution of the Viet Cong with radical social 
reforms of its own. \ Ve are fac.ing here the same dilemma which 
has frustrated our foreign-aid policies throughout the world 
(e.g., the Alliance for Progre~s): \Ve a1e tqing to achieYe radical l 
social reforms through the instrumentality o£ go,·emments that 
have a vital in terest in the pre~ervation of the status quo. 

The uni,ersally recogniled weakne ~es of the government of 
South Vietnam-corruption, inefficiency, apathy, lack of public 
spirit, low military performance, a staggering mi litary desertion 
rate-result irremediably from the nature of that go' ernment. 
They are not to be remedied by American appeals to the South 
Vietnamese governmen t to do more for the cotantry or to let the 
South Vietnamese army take over a large share of the fighting 
and of pacification. A government impo~ed upon an unwilling or 
at best indifferent people by a foteign power in o tder to defend 
the status quo aga inst a national and social revolu tion is by its 
very na ture precluded from doing what we expect it to do. T hat 
nature dooms our efforts at politica lly effective reconstruction. 

T he th ird policy we have been pursu ing in Vietnam, the 
bom bing of the North, has bad two major goa ls. to win the war 
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sustained depredations and terrorist acuv1ty. If they were deter· 

mined to carry on the war, if their morale did not collapse at this 

disaster in the Nonh, they could conceivably remain in action for 

the next ten years, or the next twenty years, and we might still be 

tied down by thjs vast guerri lla rorce.a 

The situation would be no different if the government of 

North Vietnam were suddenly to sign our peace terms on the 

dotted line. Who would impose these terms on the Viet Cong, 

who have not been defeated in the field and continue to draw 

upon the support or at least the indifference of large masses of 
the indigenous population? 

Precisely because we have been unable to win the war in the 

South, we continued to assume that the source of the war was 

in the North and that it could be won by bombing the North. 

However, most targets that appeared to be worth bombing were 

bombed and the war in the South was still not being won. 

From the assumption that the war could be won through action 

against the North, it followed logically to advocate the invasion 

of North Vietnam; for if North Vietnam was responsible for the 

war, then the conquest of North Vietnam could make an end to 

the war. That logical step was not taken because it would have 

conjured up the likelihood of a d irect military confrontation with 

the Soviet Union or China or both. The Soviet Union assured 

us that it would not stand idly by while we destroyed the gov
ernment of North Vietnam, and China made it clear that it 

would intervene, as it did in the Korean War, if a hostile army 

approached its frontiers. 
However, if the war in the South were to last long enough, 

we would have a good chance of winning it. We were not likely 

to win it in the traditional way by breaking the enemy's will 

to resist, but rather by killing so many of the enemy that there 

is nobody ldt to resist. Killing in war has traditionally been a 

means to a psychological end. Here killing becomes an end in \ 

itself. The physical elimination of the enemy and victory' become 

synonomous. Hence, the "body count," however fictitious in it

self, was the. sole measure of our success. 

3 Maxwell D. T aylor, Rtosponsibility ond R tosponse (New Yorlc: Harper & 

Row, 1967), p. 58, 
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opinion-political, expert, and lay-for years supports such a 
mistaken course of action . When a nation alJows itself to be 
misgoverned in such a nagrant fashion, there must be something 
essentiall y wrong in its intellectual, moral, and political consti t u
tion. To lay bare what is wrong is not an idle exercise in ex-post
facto fault-finding. Rather it is an act of public purification and 
rectification. If it is not performed and accepted by government 
and people alike, faults undiscovered and uncorrected are bound 
to ca ll forth new disasters-perhaps different from the one we 
have experienced in Vietnam, but just as detrimental to the 
interests of the nation. 

What accounts for the failure of a nation so amply endowed 
with human and material resources? The roots of our fa ilure in 
Vietnam are to be looked for in three a reas: intellectual under
standing, political judgment, and moral standards. 

Failures of intellectual understanding have led us into fou r fa r
reaching errors: the mechanistic approach to politics, reason ing 
by historic analogy, belief in the transferability of Western polit
ical instiwtions to Asia, and confidence in the unlimited per
fectibility o£ governments. 

1 I have argued elsewhere at length against the pseudo science of 
politics which endeavors to reduce the political sphere to an 
interplay of quantitative factors and which ends up by banishing 
politics a ltogether. The new theories, in so far as they are new in 
more than terminology, are in truth not so much theories as 
dogmas. They do not so much try to reflect reality as it actually 
is, as to superimpose upon a recalcitrant reality a theoretical 
scheme that satisfies the desire for thorough rationalization. 
Their practicality is specious since it substitutes what is desirable 
for what is possible. 

What characterizes the most spectacular contemporary theories 
of politics is the attempt to use the tools of modern economic 
analysis in a modified form in order to understand their subject 
matter. Their mainstay is quantification. The use of terms such 
as "systems analysis," "feedback," "input," and "output" (to 
mention only a few common and easily accessible ones) is reveal
ing; for these concepts were first developed by economic theory. 
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sciences, which 3ppears to be free of these blemishes that stand in 

I 
the way of the thorough rationalization of politics. I uied to 
show more than twenty years ago that this model of the natural 
sciences harks back to a Newtonian universe that the contempo
rary natural sciences have left far behind. T his rational model is 
a Utopia that reflects the desires of theoreticians but not the real 
physical world, dominated as that world is by the principle of 
indeterminacy, and predictable as it is, at least as microcosmos, 
only by way of statistical probability. 

I have also tried to show that politics, domestic and interna
tional, is susceptible to a radically di fferent kind of understand
ing from that which is appropriate to the world of nature. When 
we try to understand politics, we are dealing, it is true, with men 
in the aggregate, but with men per se-that is, as spiritual and 
moral bei ngs-whose actions and reactions can be rationalized 
and quantitatively understood only on the lowest level of their 
existence. Thus what the contemporary theories of politics en
deavor to exorcise as deficiencies in view of an ideal, pervasively 
rational theory are in truth only the ineradicable qualities of the 
subject matter itself. A theory that does not take them into ac
count transforms itself in to a dogma, a kind of metaphysics, re
gardless in what empirical or mathematical garb it is clothed. 

This dogmatic outlook of modern political science has greatly 
contributed to our failure in Vietnam. It has prevented us from 
understanding the true nature of the issues we were facing and, 
more particularly, their complexity and imponderable qualities. 
Thus we reduced what was actuall y a national and social revolu
tion dominated by a national Communism to the simplicity of 
foreign aggression under the auspices of Chinese Communism. 
Success or fai lure in resisting foreign aggression can easily be 
ascertained by the standard of the relative geographic position of 
the contesting armies; thus we resisted foreign aggression in 
Korea by holding the 38th parallel. No such standard is ava ilable 
when one is engaged in a counterrevolu tion, as we have been in 
VieLnam, against a genuine popular revolution. Success in such a 
case is Lo be achieved by a combination of m ili tary and political 
measures, culminating in giving satisfaction to the revolutionary 
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culture postulates an objective order from the compliance with 
which the government derives its legitimacy. That order allows 
the citi1en no choice among political competitors but demands h is 
obedience to the legitimate government, which can claim that 
obedience as long as it govems in accord with the objective 
order. \'\'hen it visibly ceases to do so, having lost the "mandate 
of heaven," the citizen is absolved of the duty to obey and ca n 
and must transfer his allegiance to another government repre
scntati\'e of the objective order. 

1t ought to be obYious that in such a culwra l context n:llional 
elt:ctions-iu contrast LO those on the village level where personal 
choice may come into play-perform a function utterly cliffe1ent 
from that performed in a relativistic and individualistic society 
of the "West. In a country such as Vietnam, elections are in the 
nature of a plehiscite in support of the government rather than 
a choice among several competitors for the powers of the govern
ment. This is obviously the case in North Viemam nnd in the 
part of South Vietnam conLrolled by the Viet Cong. But it i~ 
also so in the part of South Vietnam controlled by the Saigon 
government; for the freedom of choice among different parties 
and individuals which obviously exists there is stri ctly limited to 
parties and individuals who have essemially the same outlook 
and agree on basic policies. 

Considering the present situation in Vietnam in which two 
governments are controlling different parts of the country, both 
claiming legitimacy for the whole, elections are likely to confi rm 
the status quo without resolving the conflict. That is to say, 
people will vote for the government that happens to control 
them, for both philosophic and practical reasons. For an individ
ual living under the control of the Saigon government who voted 
for the VietCong, and an individual controlled by the Viet Cong 
who voted for the Saigon government, would each take very con
siderable risks for his li velihood, freedom, and life. Thus elec
tions are not likely to settle the fundamental issue over which the 
war is being fo·ught: whether South Vietnam is lO be governed by 
a Communist or non-Communist government. That issue can be 
decided only by a political settlement that reflects the actual 
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emment thus constituted be expected to stamp out corruption, 
which in a country sud1 as South Vietnam is not a deviation 
from the norm but is bound to be the norm itself? For a govern
ment so precariously and in all likelihood temporarily placed as 
that of South Vietnam can have only two main incentives: to 
ensure the survival o( its members and to draw as much material 
gain as possible from an advantageous situation which is not 
likely to last. For such a government, corruption is not a vice but 
a necessity. To expect such a government to rid itself of corrup
tion is tantamount to expecting it to act against its very nature. 

Errors in the way of thinking about foreign policy lead of 
necessity to wrong political judgments. There are, however, 
wrong political judgments which are not so occasioned but can 
result from a variety of intellectual errors. Three such misjudg
ments have had a deleteriou~ effect upon policies in Vietnam. 
They concern the nature of Communism, of revolution, and of 
limited war. 

( It is one of the great ironies of history that we have tended to 

1 take Communism more seriously as a political ideology than have 
the major Communist governments. For Stalin and his successors 
in particular, Communism was first of all an ideological means to 
the traditional ends of imperial Russia. By contrast, we have 
tended to take the Communist postulates and prophecies at their 
face value and in consequence have been unable to divorce our 
political judgments from the assumption of the monolithic, con
spiratorial character of Communism. Thus we have been unable 
to judge Vietnamese Communism on its own national merits, as 
an indigenous phenomenon resulting from the peculiar circum
stances of time and place. Instead, Vietnamese Communism has 
appeared to us as a special instance of a general phenomenon 
which is not by accident the same regardless of time and place; 
for it has been created by a world-wide conspiracy whose head
quarters are assumed to be in Moscow or Peking or both, and 
whose aim is to Communize the world. In tl1is view, what hap
pens in Vietnam is juM an episode in that international struggle 

\ 

between Communism and the "free world," and consequently 
the outcome of the Vietnamese War has world-wide significance. 
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The misjudgment of revolution fits organically into this 
largely fictitious picture of tlle political world. Revolution, too, 
must not be understood on its own terms but must be traced to a 
conspiracy of foreign origin imposed upon an unwilling people. 
That concept of revolution is in good measure responsible for the 
fiasco of the Bay of Pigs. We thought of Castro as a dictator 
imposed by the Communist conspiracy of Moscow upon the un
willing Cubans, who, at the sight of a thousand anti-Castro refu
gees, would rise en masse against their oppressor. Similarly, the 
revolution in South Vietnam must be traced to a foreign conspir
acy located in Hanoi and, at one remove, in Moscow and Peking. 
What looks like revolution, then, is really foreign aggression, and 
the revolution can be suppressed by thwarting that aggression. 

What is inadmissible to us is the recognition that in large 
parts of the world there exists today an objective revolutionary 
situation. This revolutionary situation would exist even if Com
munism had never been heard of, and is in good measure a 
response to the Western teachings and examples of national self
determination and radical social reform. That these national and 
social revolutions are largely identified with Communism is pri
marily the result of tlle West's failure to identify with them 
morally and to support them materially. The Vietnamese revolu
tion is a case in point. In Vietnam as elsewhere, particularly in 
Latin America, the Communist and anti-American orientation of 
revolutionary movements is directly related to the American mis
understanding of the nature both of Communi~m and of 
revolution. 

While our misjudgments of Communism and revolution are 
organically related, our reliance upon limited war to combat 
them is a spectacular uon sequitur. For if we are combating in 
Vietnam foreign aggression inspired and supported by the cen
ters of world Communism, particularly Peking, and if we are 
serious about getting rid of the trouble, then we must strike at 
the source and not only at one of its outward manifestations. But 
for perfectly good reasons we shy away from a direct military 
confrontation with China, let alone the Soviet Union. Thus tlle 
means we have been employing in Vietnam are divorced from 
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opposing policies which he deems to be detrimental to the na
tional interest, he risks jeopardizing his public career. By sup
ponjng and execut ing such a foreign policy, he will remain a 
team worker in good standing at the sacrifice o£ his convictions 
and of the national interest. 

As the governmen t faced wilh a choice between a sound for
eign policy and popular support is likely to sacrifice the former 
for the sake of the latter, so the public official having to choose 
between his career and hjs convictions is likely to choose the 
former over the latter. Human nature being what it is, power
fully supported by the specific intensity of America's conformism, 
these choices are not surprising. What is disquieting is the virtual 
absence of an exception to the rule of conformity In talking to 
high government officia ls, I have time and again been start led, 
and sometimes confou nded, by the contrast between their public 
positions and private convictions. This contrast, I should add, 
concerned not on ly subjective estima tes of the political and mili
tary situation but hard facts and figures ascertainable by objec
tive calculations. 

While many high-ranking officials who are opposed to our pol
icies in Vietnam have resigned their positions since I 965, not one 
of them has justifi ed his resignation with his opposition to Lhese 
policies. Jf some of the more illustrious of them had made their 
oppo~ition a matter of public record, they might well have ren
dered a great service to the national interest. But they would 
have risked Lhe premature termination of t11eir public careers, 
and none of them was evidently willing to face that dire prospect. 
As in the case of government policy as a collective enterprise 
discussed above, the i)sue of a moral choice does not even seem 
to have arisen. H ere :~gain , the is~ue was settled before it cou ld 
have been raised, and it was settled in favor of private concerns 
and to the detriment of the national interest. And here again, \ 
what is ominous is not so much that moral judgment has been 
corrupted as that it has disappeared. 

As bureaucratic conformism supports the government's substi
tution of popular support for sound foreign policies, so academic 
conformi~m creates a climate of expert opinion ra .. orable to both. 
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1 The fact that most academic experts in international relations 
and Asian politics either actively supported the govern ment poli
cies in Vietnam or cast no public judgment on them greatly 
contributed to giving these policies at least a temporary respect
ability. Rereading the transcripts o( the televised Washington 
teach-in of May 15, 1965, of Meet the Press of May 16, 1965, and 
of the con(rontation on CBS on June 21, 1965, I have been struck 
by the almost comic effect of the statements made by eminent 
scholars in defense of government policy and in disparagement of 
its critics. Hardly any of these statements were correct then or 
were proven to be correct by subsequent events. 

1 This subservience of scholars to the government performs the 

I same sociological function as does the conform ity o( the bureauc
racy. Many of these scholars were, or ex pect to be again, memben 
of the bureaucracy, or part-time members of it, or to entertain 
contractual relations with it. The same psychological pressures 
that keep the bureaucracy in line operate in generally attenuated 
form on the scholars. As an eminent academic put it in private 
after he had given a public lecLUre defending the government 
policy: "We are approaching a catastrophe in Viemam, but I 
cannot say so in public without losing my connections with the 
government." 

This sector of the academic community thus transforms itself 
into a mere extension o£ the government bureaucracy, defending 
and implementing government policies regardless of their objec
tive merits. While performing this function, it maintains its 
claim that its j udgments are arrived at through a detached search 
Cor the objective truth. The result of this contrast between the 

) function actually performed and the function claimed is moral 
\ambiguity. When does a scholar speak as scholar, and when as 

servant of the government? When does he search for the trUth 
regardless of what it may be, and when does be try to validate 
government policies by investing them with the appearance of 
objective truth? These distinctions, vital for the autonomy and 
validity of scholarship, are blurred, and in the end even t~e 
scholar concerned is incapable of making them. This outcome IS 

no doubt advantageous to the governmen t of the day, but it is 
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also destructi\e of the long-term function political scholarship 
ought to perform for the nation, the government included. 

There are only three ways in which a government can be in~ 
duced to change wrong policies: through the brutal language of 
the facts indicating failure, through the erosion of political sup
port, and through the rational demonstration of error. It is that 
last function which political scholarship is called upon to per
form. By speaking truth to power, it serves not only truth but 
also power. For it provides the powers-that-be as well as the pub-
lic at large with the intellectual standards with which to distin
guish between success and failure. If it is taken seriously, it short-
ens the interval necessary for the correction of unsound policies. j 

Scholarship has not been able to perform that vital function\ 
because it has not taken itself seriously, nor has it been taken 
serious!~ by_ the gove:nm_ent, ~xcept as the provider~£ ide~l~g.ical 
rationaltzattons and JUStlficauons o£ the governments pohc1es. It 
has been only too eager to accept that ideological function as
signed to it by the government and has thereby disqualified itself 
to perform its vital role for the government and society at large: 
to provide a corrective to the errors of government, born of a 
disinterested search for the truth. By investing the errors of gov- r 
ernment with the appearance of truth, it has encouraged the 
continuation of error. 

T his moral collapse of a large section of the academic commu
nity would not have been possible without its encouragemen t 
and the concomitant disparagement of academic dissent by the 
government. The last question we must raise, then, concerns the 
government's motives for the a priori rejection of responsible 
dissent. Here we are not dealing with a typical failure of moral 
sensitivity, but with personality traits in t11e highest policy
makers which, in such extreme manifestations at least, are 
unique. vVe are referring to the sin of pride. 

All men naturally identify themselves with their work, and a 
maker of policy has a personal stake in the soundness and success 
of that policy. He will not easily adroit that it is unsound and 
doomed to failure. This universa l human tendency, however, 
differs from the stubborn pursuit of a wrong course of action in 
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the face of all the evidence and all the arguments poin ting to its 
unsoundness and the inevitability of failure. This persistence in 
error does not stem from a man's pride in his work but from a 
man's awareness of his insufficiency and his fear lest patent fail
ure might give him away. Mr. J ohnson's statement to Mr. Lodge, 
then our Ambassador to South Vietnam, immediately after Pres
ident Kennedy's death that he was not going to be the fi rst Amer
ican president to lose a war expresses something of that mood. 

Policies here are less rela ted to objective reali ty than to the 
impressjon of the policy-maker's man ly qualities they convey, and 
object ive reali ty is replaced by an artificial one which is a ttuned 
to the policy. Thus policy moves in a wonderland of the policy
maker·s creation, and the invulnerabi lity of that creat ion is vit
ally important to the policy-maker's ego and the policy reflecting 
it. T hus the dissen ter who opposes the rea l world to the fi cti tious 
one of the policy-maker constitutes a morta l threat not only to 
the policy but to the person of the policy-maker. H e does not 
limit himself to suggesting a d ifferent policy from the official one, 
but threatens to expose the fict itious character of the reality from 
wh ich the policy is derived and upon which it is intended to 
act. 

T he policy-maker might tolerate the former func tion, since he 
must be prepared to consider differen t policy proposals; he can
not countenance the latter, which threatens with de truction the 
very world within which he moves and puts into doubt his com
petence to understand and act upon it. T hus it is the very ex
tremity of the defects responsible for our fai lure in Vietnam 
which in the last analysis accounts for the unwi llingness of the 
policy-makers to change their course of action. To do so would be 
an admission not only of the failure of a par ticu lar policy but of 
the invalidity of the perception of rea li ty and of the intellectual, 
political, and moral standards of the persons who have initiated 
and sustained the policy. Only great men, who are sure of 

I themselves and think they are sure of their place in history, are 
capable of such an admission. 

6 
The United States and Europe 

THE H ISTORICAL B ACKGROUND 

Throughout its history, the United States has consistently pur
sued three interconnected interests with regard to Europe: not to 
get im·olved in the conflicts of European powers; to prevent Eu
ropean powers from interfering in the affairs of the Western 
Hemisphere; and to maintain or, if need be, to restore the bal
ance of power in Europe. These three interests serve the most 
elemental of the national interests of the Uni ted States: the secu
rity of the United States in the WeSLem Hemisphere through the 
preservation of its un ique position as a hegemon ial power with
out rival. 

It was obvious from the outset that the privi leged position of 
the United States in the \Vestern Hemisphere could not be effec
tively challenged from within the H emisphere. It could only be 
so challenged from the outside-that is, if a European power 
were to make common cause with an American one or to acquire 
territory in the Americas. Hence, the Un ited States had to de
prive the powers of Europe of both the incentive and the oppor
tunity to challenge the United States in the Western Hemi-
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sphere. The Monroe Doc trine and the policies implementing it 
have sened both purpose . 

Of the policie~ implementing the ~J onroe Doctrine, the sup. 
pon of the Europ!"an ba lance of power has been the one requir
ing an acti ve American foreign policy beyond the limits of the 
Western llemisphere. It has been the purpose of that policy to 
preven t conuitions in Eu1ope from arising which would provide 
incentives for a European power to intervene in the affairs of the 
Western Hem isphere or to contemplate a direct auack upon the 
United States. Such conditions would be most likely to arise if a 
European power, its predominance unchallenged wi thin Europe, 
looked across the ocean for new conquests without needing to 
fear a ch allenge at the center of its power-that is, in Europe 
itself. 

It is for this reason that the United States has consistently-the 
\Var of I 8 I 2 is the sole rna jor exception-pursued policies aimed 
at the maintenance or, iC need be, the re toration of the balance 
of power in Eu1 ope. It has opposed any European nation- be it 
Great Britain, France, Germany, or R ussia-that seemed likely 
to gain ascendancy over its European competitors and thereby 
jeopardize the hemispheric predominance and eventua lly the 
very security of the United States. Conversely, it has supported 
whatever European nation appeared capable of restoring the 
balance of power by offering successful resistance to the would-be 
conqueror. While it is hard to imagine a greater contrast in ways 
of thin king about matters political than that between Alexander 
Hamilton and 'Noodrow Wilson, in their concern for the main
tenance of the balance of power in Europe- for whatever differ
en t reasons-they were one. It is with this concern that the 
United St:nes has intervened in both World \Vars on the side of 
the initially wea~er coal ition and has pursued European policies 
largely paralleling those of Grea t Britain . 

There is an apparent contradiction between the isola t ionism 
of Washington's Farewell Address and the abstentionism of the 
Monroe Doctrine, on the one hand, and the intervention ism of 
our balance-of-power policies, on the other. This contradict ion is 
logically resolved by the qua lification implicit in the policies of 
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the war and emerging from it with hegemonial power. Since 
Spain was too weak to contain the United States without Anglo
French support, the United States also had an interest in gaining 
advantages at the expense of Spain as long as the war lasted. 
Thus it supported Russia against Great Britain and France, and 
it took advantage of the military preoccupation of the latter 
powers and the resulting isolation of Spain by exerting pressure 
upon Spain. As a con temporal y writer, Francis I. Grund, put it: 

If the map of Europe is to be changed-if Turkey is to be divided, 
and the nations to Europe are to extend rheir power and inRuence 
into Asia, we may consider how far this great historical movement 
of the people of the old world may affect the conditions of the 
new; and what steps it may be prudent for us to take, to balance 
the account. . . . 

lf it be contended that we must remain indifferent to the affairs 
of Europe-that the changes wrought in the institutions and 
mutual relations of European governments do not merit our con
sideration and challenge our watchfulness, then, assuredly, our 
neutrality doctrine would amount to an injunction on ourselves, 
and condemn us, in our foreign relations, to absolute polilical 
inaction. It would insure all other nations against harm from our 
growing energy and power; while it would not protect us from 
their intermeddling with ottr affairs.!$ 

The American intervention in the two World Wars made ex
plicit in terms o( policy what throughout American history had 
been recognized in theory and, however inconspicuously, trans
~ated into practice: the vital interest of the United States in the 
~European balance of power. The official documents have made 
clear that Wilson was moved to intervene not only by his concern 
for the rights of neutrals but also by the anticipation of the 
consequences of a German victory, as foreshadowed by the Ger
man policies immediately preceding the American declaration of 
war. \Nilson's subsequent policy of "peace without victory" was 
similarly inspired by the rationale of the balance of power. Wil
son went to war in order £O prevent a German hegemony; while 

G Francis T. Grund, Thoughts ond Reflections on the Present Position of 
Europe (Philadelphia: Childs & Peterson, 1860), pp. 225, 2!1!1. 
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the White Paper: "The bombers also give Britain the ability to 
involve the United States in a nuclear war for which the Ameri
cans have no sLOmach, the argument being that the Russians 
would be led to loose off an attack on the United States if any 
foreign nuclear bombs went off on their territory, since they 
would not have time to see the Union jack painted on its war
head." In other words, proliferation combined with traditional 
alliance commitments turns the obsolescence of the Western Al
liance, as presently constituted, against the survival of the 
United States. Allies of the United States armed with nuclear 
weapons could virtually decide whether the United States shall 
live or die. 

T o escape this danger and at the same time restore the vitality 
of the Atlantic Alliance requires of the United States an effort at 
creative statesmanship, the like of which it has not achieved since 
1947, when it created a new American foreign policy through the 
Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, and the policy of contai n
ment. Any rational and constructive consideration of the futu re 
course of American policy must start wjth the recognition that 
the crisis of the Atlantic Alliance is political and not military in 
nature. The crisis goes to the very core of the political life of its 

l 
members. It has been said of politics that it is concerned with 
"who gets what, when, how," which is undoubtedly an accurate 
description of the politics of bargaining and spoils in established 
political communities. Yet where the very existence and nature 
of a political community are in question, the fundamental issue is 
who shall die for what on whose orders. It is the measure o£ the 
inevitability and gravity of the crisis of the Atlantic Alliance that 
this is the issue rending it asunder. Soothing official statements 
about the essential unity of purpose of the Alliance, about inter
dependence, nuclear "partnership," and nuclear "sharing" may 
obscure this issue. Clever technical devices, such as the MLF, may 
divert atteruion from it. Belligerent statements addressed to the 
Soviet Union may create a temporary euphoria suggesting that 
the issue no longer exists. But the issue of life and death, arising 
from the objective conditions in which the members of the Alli-
ance exist, will not be stilled by inattention. 
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re ources even oC a world power fall short of its interests. Fur
thermore, while military suength and political power are the 
pre<onditions for lasting national greatne , the substance of that 
grea tness spring~ from the hidden ~ources of intellect nnd morale, 
from idea~ and \'a lues, which we call ch iliLation. Nobody can say 
what wou ld happen to American civiJi,:uion if it were suddenly 
cut off from its European source, the latter being destroyed by a 
blow that would also be a blow against the f01 mer. But one can 
and must say that America has a vital interest in the survival of 
Europe as a center of \ \'estern civilization. 

Tm: AMERICAN P ouclES 

Any wmideration of the policies to be pursued by the United 
Stale'> in Europe must start from the as~umption that the issue 
which Jed the United States in 1947 to intervene in the affails of 
Europe poses itself today in novel terms, but that it ha~ not 
disappeared. The So'iet Union i still today, as it was two dec
ades ago, the potential hegcmonial power on the conti nent of 
Europe. Regardless of the policies the So' iet Un ion is pursuing 
now in contrast to those it pursued then, this is so by virtue of 
the objecti\ e distribution of power on the European continent. 
Concretely, the issue of Europe continues to center upon the 
issue of Germany. Shall the line of division between the two 
Europes continue to run where it does now, dividing Germany, 
or shall it run at the Eastern or \\'estern boundaries of German), 
or shall it stop running at all? 

l To say, then, that the Cold vVar has come to an end is to 
indulge in imprecise and overly sanguine language. The ques
tion over which the Cold \ '\Tar arose-Who shall control Ger-
many and, through it, Europe?-remains unanswered, or, a t best, 
the answer remains provisional, subject to change by the policies 
of the major interested parties. In truth, therefore, the Cold War 
has not come to an end but has only lo t its intensity which in 
the past has threatened an at med conflagration on the occa-;ion 
of e"ery major crisis. What a Polish scholar, Dr. Longin Pastu
siak, said recently of the policies of \Vest Germany applies to the 
policies o{ all interested parties: "The main aims of this policy 
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much of the explicit political relations as of the psychological 

outlook of the parties concerned. 
The~e new relationships point toward political normaliLation 

in terms of the implicit or explicit recognition of the territorial 
status quo. A lOncerns East Germany, an entirely new element 

has emered the picture. In the past, it was taken for granted by 
all concerned-by Moscow and Washington, Pankow and Bonn 

-that unification would of necessity mean the absorption of East 
Cennany by a more powerful, economically more auractive, and 

politically healthier \ 'Vest. For the first time, voices can be heard 
in Bonn which no longer take this for granted. In the me~ure 
that, on the one hand, Ea!>t Germany becomes the other great 
industrial power on the European continem, continues to im
prove its standard of living, and mitigates its totalitarian rule, 
and, on the other, the prestige of the Bonn regime continues to 
falter, ·west Germans might ask themselves, so it is feared, what 
the ideological fuss about the lack of legitimacy of Lhe East 
German regime was all about. 

Third, the French example of a new nationalistic foreign pol

icy has had 3 stimulating effect upon hitherto dormant tenden
cies of a similar kind in West Germany. To the extent that this 
trend feeds upon the example of French nationalism, its strength 

will depend upon the success of the new French foreign policies 

as well as upon Lhe support the e policies can lend to Lhe foreign 
policies of West Germany. The deeper and more widespread the 
recognition of the failure of the Adenauer policy of reunification 

becomes, the stronger will be the temptation for \Vest Germany 
to strike out on its own. 

This temptation is held in check by the ideal of a unified 
Europe as a "third force," comprising alJ the nations of Western 
Europe under common political leadership and with integrated 
military fo1ces and equally independent of the Soviet Union and 
the United State . But this founh alternative policy, embodied 
in the political goals of the European Common Market, is in 
turn relegated to the status of a mere ideal by the nationalistic 
policies which France has pU1 ued within the Common Market 
and outside il. 
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\\'e h:l\e seen that the two \\'est Gennan schools of thought, 
the Atlantic and the "Gaullist," try to avoid a dear-cut d10ice 
between the two orientations. We can strengthen this position, 
which confonns to our own interests and policies as ou tl ined 
above, by blunting the sharp edges of that choice. West Cem1any 
will Jose its ability td choose in the measure that our relations 
with France loose their bipolar character and approach that of a 
common front, of which \\'est Germany forms a part. 

These short-term policies, unspectacular in themselves, serve 
the long-range purposes the United States pursues in Europe: 
political swbility and the 3\0idance of nuclear war. These pur
poses are put in jeopardy by the revival of nationalism in West
ern Europe and the concommitant trend toward nuclear prolif
eration. The revival of nationalism presents a paradox in an age 
whose technological conditions require political, military, and 
economic institutions transcending the nation-state. But that re
vival is a universal fact which, however paradoxical it may ap
pear to our rational judgment, must form the empirical starting 
poinL for long-range planning. The trend toward nuclear proJi£
eration is a mere symptom of that universal tendency. 

Nuclear proliferation expres es the desire of the major Euro
pean naLions to decide for themselves the issue of life and deal11. 
The policy of proliferation is likely to be futile and dangerous 
for the nations pursuing it. But it is equally futile to oppose it 
dogmatically, however much one may deplore the fact of prolif
eration on rational grounds. What is necessary is to create politi
cal conditions likely to minimi1e the risk of proliferation and in 
the end to deprive the members of the Western Alliance of any 
motive for proliferation. These political conditions were pre
sented in a vague, ideali1ed form by the grand de ign of Atlantic 
Partnership which John F. Kennedy fonnulated on July 4, 1962, 
in his "Declaration of lnterdependence." That design has re
mained in the realm of political rhetoric, but it contajns a politi· 
cal concept that alone promises to combine \Vester n unity with 
nuclear power. In order to understand the concept's import, we 
must first remind ourselves again of the political character of the 
crisis of the \Vestem Alliance. 
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quences are counterbalanced by the politically unified use of 
proliferated nuclear weapons. As long as political union is un· 
obtainable and since traditional Alliance commitments joined 
with nuclear proliferation, as pointed out above, are intolerable, 
the United States must strive for three goals: to mitigate the 
consequences of proliferation by limiting the number of inde
pendent nuclear deterrents, to bring its Alliance commitments 
fer the time being into harmony with the interests it has actually 
or potentially in common with its allies, and in the end to render 
proliferation innocuous or obsolete through unified political 
control. 

The first goal requires of the United States active support of 
the political unification of Europe. For since proliferation is an 
accomplished fact and Atlantic Union is in the short run unat
tainable, a European nuclear deterrent controlled by a European 
political authority is the best attainable alternative. The issue 
of nuclear proliferation adds to the conventional balance-of
power arguments referred to above yet another reason for Amer
ican support of European unification. Such support implies a 
radical change in our present policies, which, by trying to iso
late France, have stood in the way of the political unification of 
Europe and have sought in va in to restore the vitality of the 
Atlantic Alliance on foundations that no longer exist. 

The second goal, similarly, requires a radical d1ange from the 
dogmatic insistence upon the restoration o£ an unrestorable sta
tus quo to the pragmatic adaptation to circumstances which for 
the time being are not subject to our control. What we have seen I 
to be true of our relations with France is true in general: we 
must narrow the gap between our comprehensive legal commit
men ts and the limited sphere within which our interests and 1 
policies still coincide with those of our all ies. Otherwise we shall 
run a risk to whid1 improvident great powers (e.g., Germany in 
1914) have succumbed in the past-that is, getting involved in a 
war not of our making and on behalf of interests not our own. 

The lega l basis for such an adaptation of our commitments to 
changing circumstances is to be found in Article V of the NATO 
Treaty, which requires each signatory to take "such action as it 
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regard to the offshore islands and Taiwan, Korea, Vietnarn 
Burma, Cambodia, Tibet, and India follow a consistent pattern; 
restoration of the territor ial boundaries and in fluence th 
Chinese empire possessed before its modem decl ine. Thes: 
boundaries a re likely to include T aiwan and the offshore islands 
Outer Mongolia, and the Asian terri tol ies claimed by China and 
annexed by the Soviet Un ion during the n ineteenth century. 
Physica lly, in view of the d istribution of power in South and 
Southeas~ Asia, China co~lid go much fanher~i n fact, virtually 
as fa r as lt wants to. But ll has never done so 10 the past, and is 
not likely to do so in the fu ture. The reasons are to be found 
a ide from the possible mili tary reaction on the part of th~ 
United States and the Soviet Union, in the peculia r Chinese 
outlook upon the world. 

Accord ing to Professor C. P. F itzGerald, "Rather more than a 
thousand years ago, the T'ang d ynasty thus fi xed the geographic 
limits in which the Chinese people were to live until modern 
t imes." 1 Instead of conque1 ing neighboring states, wh ich it could 
have done without undue risk, Chi na has been traditionally satis
fied with the establishment of governments at her southern and 
southwestern borders whose political identity was left intact and 
whose friendl iness was assured and symbolized through tributary 
relationships of d ifferent kjnds and degrees. 

These ubtle and indirect relationships are the result of the 
traditional Chinese conception of China as the center of the 
political un iverse, the only sovereign power worthy of the name, 
to wh ich all other na tions owe tr ibute. T h is extreme ethn~ 
centrism goes hand in hand with contempt for, and ignorance of, 
the ou tside world, which fro m the Chinese point of view really 
docs not need to be understood and dealt with on terms of 

I 
equality with Ch ina. As the present rela tions be tween China, on 
the one hand, and Cambodia and Burma, on the other, can be 
regarded as a modem version of the tributary rela tions of old, so 
the present ignorance of the Chinese leaders of the outside world, 

I C. P. FittGerald, T he Chinese View of T heir Place in the World (London: 
Oxrord Universi ty Press. 1964), p. 19. See also J ohn K. Fairbank, China: Th• 
People's Middle Kingdom ot~d the U.S.A. (Cambridge, Mass.: The Balknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1967), p. 8. 
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he·r verbal assaults upon it, and their ineffective policies with 
t I . f Ch' • regard to it can be u~derstood as a modem vers1on o ma s 
traditional ethnocen tnsm. 

China as a Communist Power 

The q uandary the United States faces in its re~ations with China 
is created by the addition to these tradiuonal e lements of 
Chinese foreign policy of a new and unprecedented one: the 
sponsorship of a militant world Communis~. T hat quandary, . as 
we have seen, is similar to the one the Um ted States dealt with 
successfull y in the immediate aftermath of the Second \Vorld 
War when it had to d istinguish between the great-power and the 
world-revolutionary aspirations of the Soviet Union . T he Soviet 
Union modified and mitigated its world revolutionary fervor 
when it began to realize, starting in the 1920s, that the r isks i t 
ran for its own survival on behal£ of world revolution were out of 
all proportion to the chances of ach ie:ing tt.Ja t revolution. I_t i~ at 
least possible, if not likely, that Cruna w1ll undergo a stm1lar 
process of adapting its world-revolutionary a ims to politi~a l and 
military realities. T he chances for such a development extst, pro
vided Ch ina has a rational government, and they are enhanced 
by the nature of the foreign policies China has pursued in Asia 
since 1949. T hese policies are characterized by two mai n inter
related qualities; caut ion and limitation to the trad itional na
tional objectives of China-quali ties that sta nd in sta rk contrast 
to the militan t rhetoric o£ the Ch inese leaders, which reveal an 
ethnocentric disregard for the realities, and contempt for the 
interests, of the outside world. 

Min ister of National Defen '>C Lin Piao's famous manifesto of 
September 3, 1965, provides a particularly impressive but by no 
means unique example of this ethnocen tr ism, which is intellec
tually absurd and politically impractical. Lin P iao tries to apply 
the lessons of the Commun ist revolu tion in China to the world 
scene. Just as the Communists conquered the cou ntryside, isola t
ing, surrounding, and finall y conquering the cities, so, he sug
gests, the Communists will conquer the rural areas of the world, 
and then isolate and finally conquer the cities of the world, by 
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which he means the capitalist nations of the West. T o consider 
these geopolitical metaphors as a program for political and mili
tary action, as many observers in the United States do, is to fail 
to understand their ethnocemric source. Lin Piao's manifesto is 
not the Chinese equivalent of Mein Kampf, for the simple reason 
that even a Chinese H itler would be incapable o( pulling it into 
practice. Completely lacking in even t11e most elementary under-

J standing of the outside world, it rather reminds one, if one needs 
r a historic analogy, of the eccemricities of German geopoli tics. 

The Future Policies of China 

Provided China has a rational government, it can thus be ex
pected that both the present and the coming generation of 
Chinese leaders will continue to learn from experience and adapt 
their policies to the real world. Under the same proviso, it is also 
conceivable that the coming generation will be less given to mil
itant Marxist-Len inist rhetoric and to the instigation and sup
port of subversion throughout the world. But it would be futi le 
to expect that the new generation will be more accommodating 
than is the old one when it comes to the restoration of Ch ina'11 

traditional domain in Asia. In this respect, Mao T se-tung and 
Chiang Kai-shek see eye to eye, and so must Mao T se-tung and 
his successor, whoever he may be. 

To mention only the most crucial issue where the traditional 
Chinese national interest is at stake: Both Mao T se-tung and 
Chiang Kai-shek consider T aiwan to be an integral part of 
China. They disagree only as to who shall rule China. Regardless 
o£ its ideological commitment, no patriotic governmem of China 
can be expected to give up this claim to Taiwan, and any 
Chinese government that believes it has the power will try to 
recover the island. The issue of Taiwan has indeed p roven the 
main stumbling block in the Geneva and ' .Yarsaw negotia tions 
between the United States and China, and it is bound to do so in 
the future. T hat it has proven to be no more is clue to Ch ina's 
temporary military weakness. If and when China has realized its 
military potemial through the acqu isition of the modern tech-
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function could be performed by only one power, the United 

Swtes itself. 
The policies through which the United States has imple

mented this function ha,·e been decisively determined by the 

Chinese intenention in the Korean War. Before that inten·en
tion. the United tates moved toward recognition of the Com
munist governmem of China and away from complete military 

and political idemification with Chiang Kai-shek's regime on 
Taiwan. The policy the United States then intended to puJSue 
, is·a-vis China was clearly formulated in the famous and often 
misquoted speech that Secretary of State Dean Acheson gave at 
tlte National Press Club in Washington on J anuary 12, 1950. 
Acheson's speech did not envisage a unilateral military commit
ment of the United States on the mainland of Asia, but identi
fied the island chain adjacent to the Asian mainland from Japan 
to the Philippines as the outer limits of America's military 

presence. 
China's intervention in the Korean War radically t ransformed 

the Asian policies of the United States. The United States re
sponded to that inten·emion with two policies: the policy of iso
lating China and the policy of peripheral military containment. 

The Policy of Isolating China 

The policy of isolating China sought the downfall of the Com
mun ist government. 1t was intimately connected with the recog

nition of the Chiang Kai-shek. government as the legitimate gov
ernment of China and anticipated that government's return to 

the mainland. By maintaining close relations with the Chian g 
Kai·shek govemment and none with the Communist govern

ment, a policy in which the United States expected its allies to 

participate, th is coun try tried to deslroy the legitimacy of the 

Communist government. By interdicting all personal and com
mercial relations with mainland China, the United States ex
pected to make it impossible for the Communist regime to gov

ern. This policy has obviously failed. Chiang Kai-shek. will not 

return to the mainland, and his government survives only by 
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vinue of t11e presence of the U.S. Seventh Fleet in the Strait of 
Taiwan. The Communist government of China enjoys diplo. 
matic, cultural, and commercial relations with many nations, • 
including numerous allies of the United States, and it is the 
United States rather than Communist China which has been 
isolated in consequence of its policy of isolation. In so far aa 
China is isolated, as it is particularly in the Communist world 
that isolation is in good measure self-inflicted, and our policy ~ 
had little to do with it. 

This fai lure of the policy of isolating China has been partic
ularly striking in the field of trade. That policy is sound in its 
rationale; but it has failed in application . Communist govern. 
menLS have consistently laid the greatest stress upon the ex. 
pansion of foreign trade. They hav.e evoked memories of Cobden 
and Bright, the leaders of the Manchester liberals of a century 
ago, .as well as of our own former Secretary of Sta te, Cordell Hull, 
with tlleir emphasis on what foreign trade could do for private 
profitS and international peace. They have consisten tly shown a 
panicular interest in whole industrial plants rather than manu
factured goods. But the Communist leaders are not Manchester 
liberals. They have wamed foreign trade not for the commercial 
purposes our businessmen want it for, but in order to gain the 
political strength necessary to achieve the universa l triumph of 
Communism. As Lenin put it: "We welcomed Genoa (the In
ternational Economic Conference at Genoa in April 1922), we 
understood perfectly well, and d id not conceal it that we were 
going there as merchants because trnde with capitalistic countries 
is absolutely essential for us (so long as they have not yet col
lapsed)." Khrushchev was even more explicit when he said in 
1957: "We declare war upon you ... in thC peaceful field of 
peaceful production. We are relentless in this, and i t will prove 
the superiority of our system." And in 1952, Stalin also voiced his 
confidence in the profit motive of Western businessmen as an 
instrument through which the Soviet Un ion would be made 
strong enough for its final triumph. 

I am not arguing here against Western trade with Communist 
nations per se. 1 am only arguing in f(\vor of the proposition that 
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foreign trade has a different meaning for Communi~t nations 
than it has for us. Trade wi th Communist nations is a political 
act which has political consequences. lL is folly to trade, or for 
that mauer to refuse to trade, with Communist nations without 
concern for these political consequences. T here is no reason to 
object to our selling a Communist coun try goods it needs in 
exchange for goods we need. There is no reason to object to 
trading with Communist countries like Yugoslavia, if such trade 
promises economic ga ins and political results favorable to our 
interestS. But it is a folly, comparable to the sale of scrap iron 
to J apan in the 1930s, to equip the Soviet Union and China 
with industrial ·plants and transportation sy~tems which will 
then be used as weapons in the political, military, and economic 
offensives of Communism aga inst the West. 

That folly is compounded in the case of trade with China. The 
Soviet Union terminated its econom ic relations with China at the 
beginning of the 1960s because it did not find it in its interest to 
supply the economic foundations for the power of a hostile 
China. An industr ially developed China, whose population 
might then approach a billion , would be the most powerful na
tion on earth, more powerful than either the So\ iet Union or the 
United States. lt is extremely doubtful that China, in 'iew of the 
numbers and poverty of its population, could find within its own 
borders the resources fot such industrial development if it were 
not supplied with capi tal and goods from abroad. China would 
then rema in for the foreseeable future a weak and fragile gian t, a 
threat to its immediate neighbors but not to the two super
powers. 

The Soviet Union has understood tllis prosprct and has left 
China toiLS own economic devices. Yet \ \'estern go,ernments and 
businessmen have been rushing into the gap left by the Russian 
withdrawal, replacing the So,iet Un ion as a source of capital and 
goods for China. But is China less hostile, and will it be less 
dangerous, to the \<Vest if and when it has become an advanced 
industrial nation, than it is, and will be, to the Soviet Union? 
Obviously, the \Vest has at least as good reason as the Soviet 
Union to fear a powerful China. If it is in the incerest of the 
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longer an important issue, and hence no favorable re ponse can 
be expected from China if the United States should gi'e up this 
policy. However, even in the absence of a favorable Chinese re
sponse, a new American policy of establishing contacts with 
China through trade, cultural exchanges, and China's admission 
to the United Nations would at least be in tune with the policies 
pursued by most other nations and would thereby relieve the 
United States of its present isolat ion. To avail itsel£ of the op
portunities thus presen ted, even without giving up its hostility 
to the United States, China might learn a great deal about the 
outside world and thereby overcome its own isolation from, and 

hostility to, that world. 
Yet, aside from these secondary and imponderable considera

tions, the real issue is not isolation but con tainment. This is the 
crucial point at which the traditional national interests of China 
and the policy of the United States clash. The slogan "con tain
ment without isolation" obscures that crucial issue. It is a for
mula for continuing the policy of mili tary containment at the 
periphery of China by making it appear that the abandonment 
of the policy o( isolation portends a significant change in Ameri
can policy. I t tends to make the policy of peripheral military 
containment palatable by tying it to an apparently real and 
benevolent change in our China policy. I t also carries a sugges
tion of condescension-"We are going to be n ice to you from 
now on"-which is not likely to impress a China that is mindful 
of its humiliations, past and present. 

Similar considerations apply to the proposa l to end the isola
tion of China by engaging in trade with it. Trade relations be
tween the United States and China, which might po~ibl y have 
the secondary and imponderable effects mentioned above, would 
be irrelevant to the basic political and military issues that divide 
the two nations. Furthermore, to engage in indiscriminate trade 
with China, apart from an over-all political settlement, would be 
self-defeat ing; for such trade would strengthen China politically 
and militarily without givi ng an equ ivalent political or military 
advan tage to the otl1er partner. 

Finally, the seating of the Commu nist government as the rep-
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the measme that China develops its nuclear capability, it a lso 
becomes vu lnerable to nuclear retaliation; for if and when China 
has developed into a modern nation with a high technological 
capability, it will a lso ha,•e de, eloped a large number of , ita) 
industrial and popu lation centers and will then have become as 
\'Uinerable to nuclear attack as are the United States and the 
Soviet Union toda)'· Assuming a modicum of rationality in the 
government which will then govern China, fear of nuclear re
taliation must be assumed to have the same restraining inOucnce 
upon Chinese policies as it has had upon the policies of the 
United States and the Soviet Union since the beginning of the 
nudear age. Thus the nuclear arms race, at lea~t as long as it is 
car ried on among a few great powers, carries within itself its 
own corrective, however tenuous: Nuclear power and nuclear 
vulnerability go hand in hand, and so does the rational requ ire
ment of self-restraint. 

Th~ JJ!orld-wide Containment of China 

The peripheral military containment of China is, however, being 
j11stified not only in local terms but also, and to an e'er greater 
extent , in world-wide terms. "'e are told that by conta ining 
China in South Vietnam we arc containing it everywhere, and 
that by frustrating a "war of national liberation" in Southeast 
Asia, we fr ustra te all "wars of national liberation." This argu
men t has the virtue of simplicity, but it is supponed by no his
torical evidence. 1L brings to mind the statement Wi lliam 

I 
Graham Sumner made at the beginning o£ the century: "The 
amount o( superstition is not much changed, but it now auaches 
to politics, not to religion." 

The so-called domino theory is indeed an echo of the Marxist 
dogma of historic inevitabi lity, which asserts that Communism 
will inevitably spread from country to coumry unti l in the end it 
will engu lf the world. Nothing of the kind has actually hap
pened. After World War II, the nations o£ Eastern Europe wen t 
Communist, but Finland to this day has not. After the collapse 
of French rule in Indochina in 1954, North Vietnam went Com-
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ality of using conventional force in a nuclear context, provided adequ:ue precautions are taken to insul:lte the use of such force 
from the nuc.lear context. The Korean \Var is a case in point. 

I fowever, this rational relationship that existed from the beginning of history to 1945 between force as a means and the ends 
of foreign policy does not apply to nuclear weapons. The destructiveness of nuclear weapons is so enormous that it over
whelms all possible objectives of a rational foreign policy. If they were used as instruments of national policy, nuclear weapons would destroy the tangible objective of the policy and the bel
ligerents as well. In consequence, they are not susceptible to rational use as instruments of national policy. Yet their availability maket it impossible for foreign policy to !>(' tonducted in a rational manner a~ though they did not exist. Their very exist
ence compels us to rethink the basic issues of foreign policy. But we continue in large measme to think and act as though 19·15 
did not mark one of the great watersheds of hi~tory where a new agt! began, as distinct from the age that preceded it as the modern age has been from the Middle Ages or the !\Iiddle Ages ha\·e been from Antiquity. 

A rational foreign policy in the nuclear age would ha\·e to 
move on two different and separate levels: the conventional and the nuclear. It would have to insist upon the radically distinrt character of the nuclear sphere and upon the vital importance of 
its strict separation f1 om the con\entional one. Instead, we have been trying to apply conventional modes of thought and action 
to the nuclear sphete. Instead of empha~izing the distinctness of nuclear weapons, we have been ll)ing to assimilate them to conventional ones. Instead of maintaining and strengthening the separa tion of the two sphere), we ha\'e cndeavot ed to integrate n uclear weapons into our couvemional armory. 

This contradiction between our modes of thought and action, 
belonging to an age that has passed, and the objecti\'e to conditions of our existence has engendered four paradoxes in ou r nuclear strategy: the commitment to the use of force, n uclear or 
otherwise, paralyzed by the fear of having to use it; the sea rch for a nuclear strat~ that would avoid the predictable consequences 
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stands in the way of the use of conventional force in so far as the 

latter might prepare resort to the Conner. 

The immensity of the military force which the nuclear age has 

generated goes hand in hand with the devaluation of its practical 

use. The mote endowed a nation is with military force, the less it 

is able to use it. Non-nuclear nations have shown themselves 

to be much less inhibited in the use of military force than nu. 

clear powers; for the risk of esca lation presented by the inter. 

vention of one of the nuclear powers with nuclear weapons is 

likely to be remote. The nuclear powers are inhibited in the use 

of force not only in relation to each oilier, but also in their 

relations to non-nuclear powers, because of the ever present risk 

that another nuclear power may use force on behalf of the other 
side. 

l Grea t Britain and France derive no substantive poli tical or 

military advantage from their possession of nuclear weapons. 

These weapons add noth ing to their ability to protect and pro

mote their respective interests. The fact that the United States 

has a nuclea r arsenal ca pable of destroying all human life on this 

planet in a matter of hours has been irrelevant to its military 

po Lure vis-a-' is Vietnam. If the United States had no nuclear 

weapons a t all, its usable military power would not thereby have 

been diminished. Quite to the contrary, it can be plausibly ar. 

gued that its usable power would thereby ha,·e been increased 

because the fear of nuclear esca la tion would tllen not have ex

erted its restraining inOuence upon tlle use of conventional mili

tary power. Thus while the discrepancy between the strong and 

tlle weak is today much more pronounced than it has ever been 

in history, it is exactly this disproportion which renders t11e pow. 
erful impotent in the fullness of their power. 

NuCLEAR "WEAPONS AND MILITARY CoNVENTIONs 

The second paradox arising from the operation of traditional 

policy in t11e nuclear age is presented by the idea of limited 

nuclear war. This idea has appeared in different manifestations 
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. different periods, such as the "clean" H-bomb, which produces 

•: si lificant fa llout, tactical nuclear war, graduated deterrence 

n . ~firebreaks" between the stages, counterforce strat~. All 

wnh ·cestations have one quality in common: the des•re to 
these man• . d . . 

' le the use of nuclear weapons with the admnte •rra uo~-
reconc• · · d b t1 s 

. f all-out nuclear war and the attempt, m sptre y l l 

aht! o to d iscover a rational way to use them. Each of these 

des•re, ts has been supported by a vast body of learned and so-
attemp · f · 

· · atecl literature dedicated to the demonstrauon o JLS ra-

~h•sUI~ nd feasibility and each has been discarded after a 
uona ll y a , . d 

.1 be replaced by a new one. What has remame constan t 
wh• e to , d fi d o£ 
. 1 urge to reconci le the irreconcilable an to n a way 
1s t1e · · d · Thus 

· g nuclear war without incurnng ones estrucu on. 
wagm · 1 ·n the 
we have been in search of a method of wagmg nuc ear war 1 

conventional manner so that nuclear war may produce conven-

. 1 that is rational and tolerable, consequences. 
uona • ' · 1 clear 

However, the enormous destrucuveness n~tura to nu 

ns upon which the dynamics of warfare JS brought to bear, 
weapo , 1 

t d a 
makes the rationalization of nuclear war, 10wever atte.mp e , 

hopeless undertaking. Hardly anything needs to ~ satd of t~1e 

"clean" bomb, now deservedly hal£-forgouen, wh•.ch merely tn· 

od modification imo the over-all destrucuveness of nu-
tr uces a . . 

1 
f 

1 
clear weapons, without affecting the destrucuveness Hse . 

1 The E.Oects of Nuclear Wea pons (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 

Office 1962), pp. 4M If., published under the joint auspic~s of the De~anment 

of ~fense and the Atomic Energy Commission, has wnuen the epnaph to 

this piece of science fiction: 

The terms "clean'' and "dirty" ar; often used to describe the amoun~ 

of radioactivity produced by a fus1on weapon (or hydrogen bomb) rela 

tive to that from what might be described as a "normal" weapon. T he 

Iauer may be defined :u one in which no special eff~rt ~~ been made 

either to increase or to decrease t he amount of radtoaCU\ •ty produced 

for the given explosion yield. A "clean" wea.pon. ~ould then be ~ne 

which is designed to yield significantly less rad10acuvu y than an equ•~· 

lent normal weapon. It should be noted, ho_we\e.r, that ~ dea~ fu~10n 

weapon would inevitably produce some rad•oacme spec•~· Even ·~ a 

pure fusion weapon. with no fission , should be developed. tts _explOSIOn 

in air would st ill result in the fonnation of carbon-14 ~nd poss•b!y Other 

neutron-induced activities. 1( special steps were taken m the destgn of a 
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or at least after a relatively few firings is inherent in the nature 
of nuclear weaponry. 

By virtue of this peculiarity of nuclear weapons, A gains a 
military advantage if it can compel B to expend unilaterally a 
fraction of its invulnerable deterrent. Let us suppose, to take an 
oversimplified but illustrative example, that A and B each 
possess ten Polaris submarines and that after A's first strike with 
land-based missiles B commits six of its submarines to counter
force retaliation. If A were to start the second nuclear exchange 
by committing four of its Polaris submarines to a selective 
countercity strategy and if B were to retaliate in kind with its 
remaining Polaris subma.rines, the quantitative relationship be
tween A and B in terms of Polaris submarines at the end of the 
second round would be six to zero. ln other words, the unilateral 
commitment of B's invulnerable deterrent would have resulted 
in a clear nuclear superiority for A. I t would be irrelevant to this 
argument that B might have a nuclear stockpile quamitatively 
and qualitatively the equal or even superior o£ that of A. What is 
decisive is the destructive power of nuclear weapons dehverable 
at a particular moment. I t is here that A's advantage lies, regard
less of what B might be able to deliver a week or a month 
hence. 

Since A and B must be aware of the advantage of a first strike 
before the war starts, both have an incentive to be the first to 
strike. Countercity strategy would allow A and B to wait for the 
other side to make the first move, secure in their possession of 
an invulnerable nuclear deterrent and their knowledge of the un
acceptable damage it could inRict upon the other side. This coun- \ 
tercity strategy, through the mecl1anics of mutual deterrence, 
minimizes the possibility of nuclear war. Countercity strategy, as 
it were, expresses the inner logic of nuclear war. On the other 
hand, counterforce strategy, by presuming to superimpose upon 
the dynamics of nuclear war a pattern appropriate to conven
tional war, increases the likelihood of nuclear war. For it puts a 
premium upon preventive war and th us stimulates not the desire 
to prevent a nuclear war but rather competi tion for starting one. 

However, even if A did not have the advantage after its first 
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of what the opponent might do, and the United States has ~n 
particu larly emphatic in claiming that it could do o many times 
over. But since the destruction of the enemy's society, primarily 
by destroying its industrial and population cen ter;, is the max. 
imum damage to be inAictcd by force of arms, quantitative and 
qualitative improvements in those anns can at best alter the 
modalities of the damage, but cannot enlarge the ability to mflict 
that damage itself. X, regardless of how much superior it is toy, 
here equals y. Once a nation po s~s a delivery sy tern capable 
of surviving a first strike and carrying nuclear warheads to all 
possible targets, it has reached the rational limits of nuclear ar
maments. There is no rational justification for continuing the 
nuclear armaments race after both sides ha,•e reached that limit. 

But the nuclear armaments race continues, both quantitatively 
and qualitatively-and here is the first clement of the paradox
as though the same rules of competition applied to conventional 
and nuclear weapons alike. The habits of thought and action 
which experience has taught us from the beginning of history to 
the end of the Second World War are being carried over into an 
age for which they are no longer relevant.8 Thei r continuing 
application is bei ng justified on two main grounds: counterforce 
strateg) and the prospect of technological innovations. 

Indeed, the continuation of the nuclear armaments race fol
lows logically from the commitment to a counterforce strategy. 
The conventional conception of nuclear war presemed by coun
terforce strategy demands a correspond ingly conventional ap
proach to competitive armaments. Under the assumptions of that 

3 It is of interest to note that these habits of thought and aclion had al· 
ready become obsolescent bdore the Fint World War: 

From 1872 to 1915, this rigorous competition in the building up of 
annies went on, e'ery government spending as much money as it could 
persuade ilS people to pay or the national economy would support ... 
without. however. any corresponding incrca~ in security being felt. 
In fact, the proportionate strength of the 'arious armies was not greatly 
different in 1914 from what il had been in 1872. but the reeling of in· 
security was much greater than it had been forty yean earlier. 

(Bernadoue E. Schmiu. "The Origins of the Fint World War," in W. N. 
Medlicon [ed.), From Metternicll to Hitler [London: Routledge &: Kegan 
Paul, 1963), pp. 186-87.) 
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malic blunder or a military miscalculation. In either event, it 
would as a rule risk, at worst, defeat in war with the consequent 
loss of an army or of territory. 

The a'ailability of nuclear weapons has radically uan!lfonne<J 
these traditional r~la tions a~ong allie~ and the •:isks a ttending 
them. Nuclear nauon A wh1ch enters mto an alhance with na. 
tion B, nuclear or non-nuclear, runs a double ri!lk different in 
kind from the risks facing a member of a traditional alliance. In 
honoring the a lliance, it might have to fight a nuclear war 
against nuclear power C, thereby forfeiting its own existence. Or 
ally B may provoke a war with nuclear power C on behalf of 
interests other than those contemplated by the alliance and 
thereby force A's hand, invohing it in a n uclear war on behalf of 
interests other than its own. That Iauer ri k is magnified if B is 
a lso a nuclear power, of however small dimensions. If B were to 
threaten or attack C with nuclear weapons, C might, rightly or 
wrongly, consider B's military power as a mere ex tension of A's 
and amicipate and panty prevent the commitment of A through 
a first strike against A. Or A, anticipating C's reaction against 
itself or seek ing to save B through nuclear deterrence, will com
mit its own nuclear arsenal against C. In either case, B, however 
weak as a nuclear power, has the ability to act as a trigger for a 
genera l nuclear war. 

B, on the other hand, faces a double risk, too. It may forfeit its 
existence in a nuclear war fought by A on beha lf of its interests. 
Or it may find itself abandoned by A, which refuses to run the 
risk of its own deSLruction on behalf of the interests of B. 

This radical difference from the risks taken by allies in the pre· 

I 
nuclear and nuclear age has led to a radica l difference in the 
reliability of allia nces. In the pre-nuclear age, ally A could have 
been expected with a \ Cry high degree of certa inty to come to the 
aid of a lly B a t the risk of defeat in war. In the nuclear age, ally 
A cannot be expected with the same degree of certainty to come 
to the a id of a ll y B at the r isk of its own destruction. Here we 
contemplate the reverse side of the mechanics of deterrence. The 
very same doubt that de ters C disheartens B. C cannot be certain 
that A will not actually forfei t its existence by resor ting to nu· 
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a nucJear power of the first rank and those the latter cou ld ad
dress to France. France could inflict serious damage on a first-rate 
nuclear power without being capable, at least in the foreseeable 
future, of de troying it utterly; but a nuclear power of the first 
rank, using only a sma ll fraction of it nuclear arsenal, cou ld wipe 
France ofT the face of the globe. Fra nce could threaten a major 
nuclear power, and vi ce versa, but if action were to follow these 
threats, France could not escape dea th whi le its enemy would 
have the option of minimit ing damage to itself through a first 
strike. Thus an independent national n uclear deterrent gives a 
major nuclear power another incentive, in addition to those 
mentioned above, for a first strike, whi le it still further dimin
ishes the credibility of the n uclear threat emanating from a 
second-rank nuclear power. 

H owever, de Gaulle's design to use nuclear weapons as instru
ments of nationa l policy increases the risk not only of local nu
clear war but of general war as well. For erected in to a general 
principle of statecraft to be followed by any number of nations, 
it would issue in the indiscriminate proliferation of nuclear 
weapons and thereby destroy the very mechanics of mutual de
terrence. The e mechanics repose upon the bipolari ty of nucJear 
power. Detection systems, such as radar and onar, are capable of 
identifying nucJear delivery systems in action, but they cannot 
identify their national identity, except in a limited way through 
the calcula tion of the projectory of land-blsed missiles. In con
sequence, Jeta lia tion requires the a priori determination of na
t ional identity, which bipolarity provides. Thus an anonymous 
explosion, caused by a seaborne delivery vehicle and destroying 
parts of the East coast of the Uni ted States, would automat ically 
be attributed to the So\'iet Union, calling forth nuclear retalia
tion. If a multiplicity of nations possessed such devices and the 
Uuited States had tense relations with on ly two of them, such an 
anonymous explosion could with certain ty be attributed to no 
one nation, however much suspicion migh t point to a pa rticular 
one. And a new n uclea r diplomacy would try its best to deflect 
su~picion and retaliation from the guilty to an innocent nation. 

or the th ree courses of action open to a nuclear power- retali-


